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Friday, December 7,1984 
THEBGLNEWS 




by Nancy Boctwick 
staff reporter 
Along with anorexia nervosa, 
bulimia has been given consid- 
erable media coverage recently, 
including personal accounts of 
television stars who have 
struggled with the eating disor- 
der. 
Media attention to bulimia 
may have increased the number 
of people with bulimic behavior, 
according to Patricia deHaas, 
assistant professor of psychol- 
ogy. 
The publicity surrounding 
the disorder gives people of all 
ages the idea to seek a biological 
solution to a psychological prob- 
lem," deHaas said. 
Bulimia, or hinging and purg- 
ing, is frequently confused with 
anorexia nervosa, she said. 
While the two are eating disor- 
ders, they differ in symptoms 
and diagnosis. 
Anorexic individuals starve 
themselves, refusing to main- 
tain a body weight over a mini- 
mal amount, she said. 
Characteristics of the disorder 
include fear of becoming obese, 
abnormal eating patterns, dis- 
torted body image, perfectio- 
nism and depression. 
BULIMIC INDIVIDUALS 
may maintain normal body 
weight, but they make them- 
selves sick after eating. Epi- 
sodes of eating large quantities 
of food and then purging them- 
selves by vomiting or using lax- 
atives or diuretics are common. 
If the individual's body weight 
drops more than 15 to 25 percent 
of the normal body weight, he or 
she may be considered anorexic, 
deHaas said. 
More females than males are 
affected by both disorders, she 
said. 
Until 1960, bulimia was classi- 
fied as anorexia nervosa by the 
American Psychiatric Associa- 
Uon
- • See Bulimia, page 7. 
BG News/Joe Phelan 
Crane work 
Randy Ferguson, foreman for O'Gray Mechanical Inc. of Toledo, and Bob Bordbeck. pipefitter, secure a 
pipe to one of the two new cooling towers atop the University Union yesterday. The $30,000 project should be 
finished next week. 
FBI investigates fake diploma merchant 
(AP)-FBI investigation of an 
Oregon man accused of issuing 
counterfeit diplomas from some 
300 universities could lead to the 
exposure of about 2,500 people 
who may be practicing law or 
medicine or holding other jobs 
under false pretenses. 
The case against Dennis Ever- 
ett Gunter, 38, of Grants Pass, 
Ore., is the sixth resulting from 
tile FBI's 4-year-old nationwide 
"Dipscam" investigation into 
phony diploma mills. 
But Gunter. scheduled for ar- 
raignment  in federal  district 
court in Eugene, Ore., Dec. 19, is 
the first accused of selling bogus 
degrees from actual universities 
and colleges. The five earlier 
cases involved fictitious schools 
issuing phony degrees and col- 
lege transcripts. 
According to a seven-page in- 
dictment handed up last August, 
Gunter charged customers from 
$39.95 to $64.95 for counterfeit 
diplomas and degrees from 
schools including Harvard, 
Penn State. University of North 
Carolina in Chapel Hill, North 
Carolina State, the University of 
Michigan, Michigan State Uni- 
versity and the University of 
Colorado. 
THE INDICTMENT alleged 
that between December 1982 and 
June 1964, Gunter sold certifi- 
cates and degrees to approxi- 
mately 2,500 people. 
Gunter also is accused of fur- 
nishing phony certificates from 
the American Society of Clinical 
Pathologists and counterfeit 
Bronze Star medals from the 
U.S. Marine Corps. 
U.S. Attorney Tom Coffin of 
Eugene   told   The   Associated 
Press that "it's possible" the 
names of purchasers of phony 
diplomas might be entered into 
evidence in the coming weeks, 
perhaps in a sentencing mem- 
orandum. The names would thus 
become part of the public court 
record. 
"If that occurs, it would be, the 
first time any purchaser's name 
would be on the public record." 
said   Robert   Pence,   special 
S;ent in charge of the FBI's 
orth Carolina office, which has 
run the Dipscam investigation 
since it began in 1980. 
DUI law ruled 
constitutional 
COLUMBUS (AP) - Ohio's 
Supreme Court ruled unani- 
mously yesterday that Ohio's 
tough new drunk driving law is 
constitutionally valid as a 
means of dealing with "a prob- 
lem of epidemic proportions." 
The decision came in a Sum- 
mit County case in which 
Charles Tanner, arrested when 
an intoxilyzer test showed he 
was driving with a blood alcohol 
content of .18 percent, chal- 
lenged the law on the sole 
grounds that it is unconstitu- 
tional. 
The court's opinion, written by 
Associate Justice Ralph Locher, 
dismissed Tanner's claim that 
the statute - mandating jail 
terms and stiff fines along with 
requiring license suspensions 
and revocations in some in- 
stances - is overly broad. 
The opinion said, in addition, 
that the statute is not vague, as 
Tanner claimed, in terms of 
establishing a test to determine 
when a driver is intoxicated (.10 
Grcent of blood alcohol), "fo- 
rmation to the public is readily 
available indicating the correla- 
tion between alcohol consump- 
tion, time and body weight if one 
desires to drink and hazard the 
consequences of drunk driving," 
the court said. 
LOOKER'S OPINION said 
further there is no constitutional 
right for a person to drive while 
intoxicated. "The reduction or 
elimination of drunk drivers 
clearly promotes the health, 
safety and welfare of the citi- 
zenry of Ohio," the opinion said. 
Locher wrote that the statute 
is entitled to a presumption of 
reasonableness because it was 
written after exhaustive studies 
and lengthy deliberations in the 
General Assembly. He said ac- 
tions of the General Assembly 
"are recorded a presumption of 
validity" and that similar stat- 
utes in numerous other states 
have withstood constitutional at- 
tack. 
Tanner was convicted after 
pleading no contest to driving 
while intoxicated. The convic- 
tion was upheld by the 9th Dis- 
trict Ohio Court of Appeals. 
His appeal to the high court 
had contended in part that the 
statute fails to give "a person of 
ordinary intelligence fair notice 
that his contemplated conduct is 
forbidden by statute." 
Ohio's law became effective 
March 16, 1983, but the Tanner 
case was the first to challenge it 
in the Supreme Court. 
BESIDES SETTING .10 per- 
cent blood alcohol as evidence of 
guilt in a drunken-driving test, 
the law also: 
• Requires a six-month license 
suspension for persons tested 
ana found to show .10 percent. 
• Prohibits shock probation or 
parole for persons convicted of 
aggravated vehicular homicide 
while driving drunk. 
• Requires a six-month license 
suspension for persons con- 
victed of a first offense, a two- 
year suspension for a second 
offense and permanent revo- 
cation of a license for any subse- 
quent offense. 
• Makes driving while under 
suspension punishable by one 
year of actual incarceration. 
• Increases from six months 
to one year the suspension which 
may be given for refusing to 
take a breath, blood or urine 
test. 
Contract signed 
for phone system 
The new telephone system 
at the University is one step 
closer to being a reality after 
a contract with American 
Telephone 4 Telegraph was 
signed yesterday. 
James Corbitt, associate 
director of Auxiliary Support 
Services, said there are only 
two things left to be done - the 
signing of the loan to fund the 
protect and construction. 
"The papers will be signed 
Monday at 11 a.m. with Hunt- 
ington Bank (to make the 
funding official)," Corbitt 
said. 
He said there are and have 
been people from AT&T on 
campus deciding who needs 
what kind of phone to serve 
each area best. AT&T has 
been working under a "tenta- 
tive contract," but now it is 
official. 
"Some of the rewiring 
(needed for the new system) 
will begin over Christmas 
break," Corbitt said. The 
"cutover" date for the sys- 
tem is Aug. 19. The company 
has pledged to work around 
University schedules, "even 
if they have to work nights 
and weekends," Corbitt said. 
Languages:    BGSCI students teach grade schoolers 
by Teresa PerretU 
staff reporter 
Teaching young children about the culture of 
another country and how to speak that country's 
language is something language majors are douig 
at an area elementary school. 
The "Adventures in Language" project was set 
up under JoAnne Martin-Reynolds, associate pro- 
fessor curriculum/instruction in the College of 
Education. The program, which recently started 
at Kenwood Elementary, offers many advantages 
to the University ana to elementary students 
involved. 
According to Martin-Reynolds, the main pur- 
poses of the language classes are to acquaint 
students at an early age with the basics of learn- 
ing a second language, to explore cultural simila- 
rities and differences and to give University 
students an opportunity to put into practice the 
methods and techniques of teaching modern for- 
eign languages. 
''There is a great need for more foreign lan- 
guage teachers due to the recent increase of. 
requirements for those going into college," Mar- 
tin-Reynolds said. "This means a lot for those 
graduated and going out to get a job." 
All the University students involved in the 
program hope to teach foreign language when 
they graduate. 
Sandy Parsons, who recently received a bache- 
lor's degree from the University, teaches Spanish 
to Kenwood second graders. 
"It was frightening at first," she said. "The first 
few times you had to feel your way through it. I 
thought I would have to drag it out of them, but 
they are very enthusiastic and love to learn. 
Martin-Reynolds believes the variety of things 
used to illustrate the culture and language is very 
important and helps get students excited about 
learning. 
"The response from the students and parents 
has been very enthusiastic," Martin-Reynolds 
said. 
Jon Federman, senior French major, and Lau- 
rie Avery, junior French and English major, think 
their fifth graders are very enthusiastic, espe- 
cially when they are rewarded for correct an- 
swers.        
"WHEN THEY know they are going to get a 
prize, there is so much incentive," Federman 
said. 
Avery and Federman work together with one 
class providing games, language tapes and food 
for visual aids. 
"We base our lessons on vocab, culture and light 
grammar, but we do it with fun teaching meth- 
ods," Avery said. 
Federman and Avery believe using unique 
teaching methods gets students interested in 
learning a new language. 
"It is new and different for them and for us," 
Federman said. 
Parlez vous? BG News/SuMn Cr°~ 
Laurie Avery, junior French and English ma)or, teaches a group of fifth graders French Christmas carols 
at Kenwood Elementary School. 
2 BG News/December 7,1984 
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Approve college plan 
President Paul Olscamp's endorsement for a 
College of Mass Communications combining 
the School of Journalism and the departments of 
Radio-Television-Film and Popular Culture is a 
logical one. Dean Kendall Baker's "fall back" 
proposal to classify these areas as a school under 
the College of Arts and Sciences isn't. 
Many of the professors in these areas have 
similar degrees and teach similar courses. To 
group them together would consolidate operations 
and produce a more unified, impressive program. 
Baker's suggestion to form a "semi-autonomous 
School of Mass Communication" in Arts and Sci- 
ences is restricting because curriculum require- 
ments of the college would be imposed on the 
schools. Why not let the professors teaching mass 
communications-related courses play by their own 
rules? 
Baker's idea to adopt a School of Mass Commu- 
nication within the college of Arts and Sciences, a 
proposal Olscamp will support if the Board of 
Trustees does not approve the College of Mass 
Communications - defeats the president's goal to 
eliminate all autonomous schools. 
Also, if the School of Journalism and the depart- 
ments of Radio-Television-Film and Interpersonal 
and Public Communication become one school, it is 
unlikely they ever will become a college of their 
own. 
Should the College of Mass Communications not 
be acceptable to the Board of Trustees, we believe 
all departments and schools involved would benefit 
students more just left as they are. 
Leave the rest to the poor 
Have nothing, but owe much 
Beating up on Santa 
beats a recession 
by Art Buchwald 
The weary Santa Claus team 
was sitting on benches, staring 
at the floor in the Emporium 
Department Store locker room. 
The manager was punching 
the walls. "You guys are stink- 
ing out the joint. We're down 10 
percent in sales from last year. 
Not only is my job on the line, 
but if we don't win, the game is 
over for all of you. This second 
half is going to make all the 
difference. Now. so you can get 
it through your thick heads - one 
more time. Who are we trying to 
beat?" 
"A SLUGGISH ECONOMY," 
the team shouted in unison. 
"Right," the manager said. 
"The most vicious kind of an 
economy there is. And if we lose 
this year, what will happen to 
the country?" 
"WE'LL HAVE A RECES- 
SION." 
"OK, let's get down to specif- 
ics," the manager said as he 
stood in front of the blackboard. 
"Olewicz, how come you let that 
kid get by you without his 
mother purchasing anything in 
the store?" 
"I'm sorry, coach. I gave 
him a solid push toward the toy 
department, but somehow he 
slipped around me and ran down 
the escalator." 
"It's these kinds of mistakes 
that could ruin our Christmas. 
Let's review the plays on this 
blackboard. The line is here, a 
50-pound kid comes up and sits 
on your lap. What do you do?" 
"I ask him what he wants me 
to bring him," McMurtrie said. 
"NO YOU DONT. You ask 
him if he's been a good boy. If he 
says he has, then you tell him he 
deserves a new Scnwinn bicycle, 
an Apple computer and a radio- 
controlled boat. He's not expect- 
ing that and neither are his 
parents. But if we're going to put 
sales points on the board we 
have to play hardball." 
"I gotcha, coach. Our game 
Elan is to hit the high-priced 
ems first. Suppose the kid says 
he just wants a hot wheel car 
instead?" 
"Tell him hot wheel cars are 
for kids who have been bad. 
Those who are very, very good 
deserve to get something really, 
really nice. And remember this, 
you dumbbells. Make sure you 
THEBG 
tell the kids to repeat to their 
parents what you promised 
them BEFORE they get out of 
the store. 
"Too Tall, you let a little girl 
run all over you. Why did you 
tell her she wouldn't get any- 
thing for Christmas?" 
"Because I was trying to stop 
her from pulling on my beard. 
"Well, that was a stupid play. 
You should have told her if she 
stopped pulling on your beard 
she'd get a JIM doll house." 
"I never thought of that." 
The manager was livid. "You 
call yourself a Santa Claus? If 
you tumble the ball once more 
Sou'll be playing for the Salva- 
on Army next year. Mat- 
lowsky, your job is to block a 
mother who is dragging her kid 
away from the electric trains. 
Four mothers knocked you down 
and got to the parking lot on 
your side of the store. What 
happened?" 
'1 was crouching down, giv- 
ing their kids peppermint sticks, 
and they blindslded me," Mat- 
lowsky said. 
"So don't crouch. Make the 
kids reach up to you. We don't 
make anything on peppermint 
sticks." 
The manager got tears in his 
eyes. "Men, I'm going to tell you 
a story. About 10 years ago I had 
a Santa Claus playing for me 
named Jack Ripper. Just before 
the 1974 Christmas Bowl, he got 
a hernia when a 250-pound kid 
sat on his lap. I went to the 
hospital, where he was in great 
pain. He said to me, 'Coach, 
someday when the team is 
down, and inventories are up. 
and the Barbie Dolls and pinball 
machines aren't moving, tell the 
guys to go out there on the floor 
and win just one for the Rip- 
per.'" 
There wasn't a dry eye in the 
locker room. 
The manager said, "NOW 
LET'S GO OUT AND MAKE 
THEM SPIT UP THEIR 
CREDIT CARDS." 
The Santa Clauses grabbed 
their hats and beards and broke 
down the door as they ran out of 
the locker room for the final 
half. 
Art Buchwald is a writer for 
the Los Angeles Times Syndi- 
cate. 
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Horn: 8 a.m a> 6 p.m Monday trough Friday 
by George F. Will  
When some Homer comes to 
write an epic poem about the 
intellectual odyssey of Ameri- 
can conservatism, he will want 
to dwell on an episode in Sydney, 
Ohio, in autumn, 1964. There. 
President Reagan, custodian of 
conservatism, speaking from 
the rear platform of a train, 
said: "My opponent Mr. Mon- 
dale offers a future of pessi- 
mism, fear and limits..." 
It is enough to curl your hair: 
Mondale, that cad, was going 
around scaring the children with 
the thought that there are limits. 
Time was when conserva- 
tism's proudest boast was a 
flinty realism. It looked life In 
the face without flinching from 
the facts about the costs of 
things. No more. 
Mondale was somewhat 
shaky on the subject of limits. 
Promising more compassion" 
for the poor, and for lots of other 
folks, and promising to trim the 
deficit at the same time, Mon- 
dale sounded like the will that 
Francois Rabelais left when he 
died in 1533: "I have nothing. I 
owe much. I leave the rest to the 
poor." But conservatives are 
supposed to be different. 
Reagan's statement in Sid- 
ney talked about the Republican 
future of "hope, confidence and 
growth." The question today is 
about the third item: Will eco- 
nomic growth free Americans 
from "limits"? 
Do not try to talk limitles- 
sness to the Reagan aides who 
are aging rapidly as they toil at 
producing a budget. Their task 
is to do what Reagan wants 
done, within the limits (if you 
will pardon the word) he has 
decreed. We must back up in 
order to take a running jump 
into this subject. 
In fiscal 1984, the year of the 
second Reagan landslide, fed- 
eral revenues were almost exac- 
tly the share of GNP (18.7 
percent) that they were in 1964 
(18.4 percent), the year of the 
anti-Goldwater landslide. But 
federal outlays as a percentage 
of GNP have risen from 19.2 to 
23.5. Reagan says that tax in- 
creases will not be part of his 
deficit-reduction plan. Do you 
want to know the plan? Are you 
sitting down? 
For fiscal 1986, Social Secu- 
rity ($200 billion) and defense 
($284 billion) are to make up 
more than half the budget. Mon- 
dale forced Reagan to pledge 
(actually, to admit) that Social 
Security is untouchable. And 
Reagan wants his defense re- 
quests saluted, not touched. In- 
terest payments are not 
optional, and they are the fastest 
growing part of the budget. They 
are $154 billion. The Social Secu- 
rity, defense, interest total: $838 
billion. 
The nice thing about a trillion- 
dollar budget is that is simplifies 
some calculations: $638 billion is 
63.8 percent of the budget, al- 
most two-thirds. 
Reagan says the deficit, which 
is 5 percent of GNP, must shrink 
to 4 percent in fiscal 1966, 3 
percent in 1967 and 2 percent in 
1968. To get there from here, 
non-defense and non-Social Se- 
curity spending cuts must total 
$42 billion in fiscal 1966, $85 
billion in 1967, $110 billion in 
1968. This must come from a 
target area of about $300 billion, 
more than one-third of which is 
Medicare or Medicaid. 
This program of savings must 
be put in place this coming sum- 
mer. Obviously the lead must 
come from the Republican-con- 
trolled Senate. Next summer 40 
percent of the Republican sen- 
ators (22 of the 53) already will 
be preparing for their 1966 re- 
election campaigns, and will be 
in no mood to scorch the earth 
where social programs stand. 
Furthermore, low-income 
support programs, which re- 
ceived a disproportionate share 
of the cuts voted in 1981. cannot 
be cut again. So, to achieve the 
deficit-to-GNP relationship Rea- 
Ean stipulates, within the limits 
e has stipulated, will require a 
frontal attack on the govern- 
ment's discretionary spending, 
an attack incomparably more 
radical than anything attempted 
or even dreamed of in 1961. The 
list or programs that must be 
eliminated (in alphabetical or- 
der, beginning with all agricul- 
tural programs, and Amtrak, 
and running through flood con- 
trol, student loans and much 
else) fills many typewritten 
pages. 
Now, remember, the "safety 
net" cuts are done. Today's long 
list of programs on the block are 
middle-class programs - pro- 
grams Republicans support. So, 
suppose Reagan sends such a 
list to Congress for execution. If 
Tip OTJeuTis cunning and bitter 
- and be is both - he will urge 
Democrats to abstain from vot- 
ing. The result will be that Re- 
publicans swat the budget, like a 
shuttlecock, 16 blocks back 
down Pennsylvania Avenue. 
If the programmatic conse- 
quences of Reagan's goals and 
limits are proposed to Congress 
of (as is more likely) leaked, 
there will be a political fires- 
torm. The resulting cinders will 
have to be sifted through a fine 
sieve to find even a charred 
remnant of Reagan's influence 
on the budget process. 
George F. Will Is a writer for 
the Washington Post Writers 
Guild. 
ANOTHER  ROP-CaLTUefe PHENOMENON 
Pres. playing games with careers 
Olscamp denies due process 
by Dr. Janls L. Palllster 
As Chair of Faculty Person- 
nel and Conciliation Committee, 
I have been requested by Com- 
mittee members to write a com- 
mentary addressing some of the 
misconceptions that will inevi- 
tably arise from statements at- 
tributed to President Paul 
Olscamp in the Nov. 30,1964, BG 
News. 
It is misleading to mix the 
normal grant of tenure with 
grave cases of grievance ap- 
pealed to the FPCC, once tenure 
has been denied by someone at 
some level or the other. 
It is also illogical to try to 
imply that because dis- 
agreement was present in such 
cases prior to the recommenda- 
tions made by a Hearing Board 
of FPCC, that fact should justify 
the central administration's 
overthrow of an FPCC recom- 
mendation. 
Of course disagreement oc- 
curred prior to the FPCC recom- 
mendation; that is why it came 
to FPCC. 
FPCC is a duly elected Uni- 
versity-wide senate standing 
committee charged with detect- 
ing violations of academic due 
process or else insufficient or 
Inequitable consideration of a 
candidate's qualifications. 
That is to say, it is charged 
tar the University Academic 
Charter to Judge, from the point 
of view of process and sub- 
stance, the fairness and the rea- 
sonableness of any denial, be it 
related to salary, promotion or 
tenure. 
Here we do not wish to re- 
examine grievances other than 
tenure, though we have demon- 
strated elsewhere that virtually 
all recommendations finding for 
the faculty member in matters 
regarding salary and promotion 
have, like those regarding ten- 
ure, been overruled, vetoed or 
modified. 
It results from the above that 
the 49 tenure grants reported by 
Dr. Olscamp in The BG News 
are of absolutely no concern to 
FPCC, and are not a matter for 
discussion in the FPCC's pre- 
sent controversy with the ad- 
ministration. 
Of the five cases of denial of 
tenure coming to FPCC, the 
FPCC has agreed with that de- 
nial one time, and the central 
administration has accepted 
that finding. 
Let us examine the other four 
cases. 
During the time that Dr. Karl 
Vogt was Acting Vice President 
for Academic Affairs (1982-1963) 
the FPCC found in one case that 
an unfair decision was made 
regarding the candidate's ten- 
ure. Acting VPAA Vogt ac- 
cepted that recommendation, 
and it was processed through the 
president without a problem. 
The person thus won tenure. 
But during that year, because 
Dr. Vogt himself overturned a 
tenure recommendation made 
by the department, the chair, 
and even the dean, he himself 
became the "respondent" to a 
grievance lodged agains* him 
with FPCC Hearing Board found 
Dr. Vogt's decision not to recom- 
mend tenure to be a violation of 
academic due process as ex- 
plained in the Charter. 
The president, however, re- 
jected the FPCC recommenda- 
tion and denied the person 
tenure. 
In the remaining cases under 
discussion here, the FPCC Hear- 
ing Boards have once recom- 
mended to Vice President of 
Academic Affairs (VPAA), Dr. 
Eloise Clark, that the candidate 
not receive tenure (which the 
president and Dr. Clark upheld) 
and twice that the candidate 
should receive tenure because 
violations of the charter re- 
guarding due process had, in the 
opinion of the FPCC, occured. 
in both instances, Dr. Clark 
overturned the Hearing Board 
and denied the person tenure In 
her recommendations to Dr. 
Olscamp. He has upheld all of 
Dr. Clark's findings (as he did 
Dr. Vogt's), regardless of 
FPCC's findings. 
The Board of Trustees re- 
cently upheld this central ad- 
ministration in a faculty 
member's appeal to them, by a 
vote of 5-2. 
To summarize, of the four 
cases of tenure denial that 
FPCC has sought to overturn, 
Dr. Vogt has accepted the only 
one he ever received; Dr. Ols- 
camp and Dr. Clark have ac- 
cepted none. 
These are the facts. Please 
be reminded that these were 
grave grievances brought be- 
fore the University, for which it 
is liable to be sued for large 
sums of money, and that there 
are issues of academic propriety 
here that surpass any legal 
question. 
We wish to say further that 
before rendering a judgment the 
FPCC gathers all facts. 
If central administration 
wishes to overturn FPCC recom- 
mendations, though we believe 
this should be rare, certainly a 
study of the court recording is 
imperative. 
This recording is available 
by railing the firm in Toledo that 
provided the court recorder. An 
ensuing overthrow, however, 
pits one mind against five. Is 
this desirable? 
The FPCC therefore reas- 
serts its position. The "process" 
that is supposed to protect the 
individual from injustice, and 
the University from disgrace or 
suit, is not working. 
It is an insult to the intelli- 
gence of educated people to play 
with figures and to suggest that 
all is well, when in point of fact 
the checks and balances pro- 
vided by FPCC (as the Charter- 
ordained mediator of grievances 
and the sole University-wide 
board of arbitration) are simply 
dysfunctional. 
We publish this statement for 
the benefit of the State of Ohio 
and the University community, 
including  the  President,   the 
VPAA and the Board of Trust- 
ees. 
Though we have been the 
subject of injurious characteri- 
zation and name-calling, we as 
members of FPCC have no per- 
sonal interest in these issues 
whatsoever. We have been inter- 
ested only in justice, and have 
been concerned that the time we 
Eut into its pursuit does not 
ring the desired results. 
Because Faculty Senate (in 
its Nov. 20, 1964, meeting) has 
preferred not to back us in this 
pursuit, at the present writing 
FPCC, which normally has 18 
members, has been reduced 
through recent resignations to a 
membership of 10, with more 
resignations still being contem- 
plated. 
Moreover, many faculty 
members beyond this mem- 
bership who, as former mem- 
bers of FPCC serve in a pool for 
possible drafting to hearing 
boards, have indicated to me 
that they would categorically 
refuse to participate in a hear- 
ing, if asked. 
Lest there be another misun- 
derstanding, we wish to make 
clear that, in all cases but one, 
our resignations and refusals 
are in protest to the reception 
our hard work and conscientious 
recommendations, made in the 
best interests of the individual 
and the University, have re- 
ceived from the current admin- 
istration and the Board of 
Trustees. We have high stan- 
dards. 
We have high standards of 
academic due process, which we 
believe must be equal footing 
with academic excellence. 
Otherwise, excellence has no 
protection. And we are serious 
persons, who do not play party 
to charades when people s ca- 
reers are on the line. 
Dr. Janls L. Palllster Is a 
professor in Romance Lan- 
guages. She is Chair, Pro Tem- 
pore of the Faculty Personnel 
and Concilation Committee. 
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Graduate students teach the learning disabled 
by Julie Fauble 
reporter 
Special classes run by special 
teachers give some children a 
new opportunity for education in 
public schools. 
These children are hand- 
icapped and sometimes require 
unique approaches to education. 
"By law, handicapped stu- 
dents are to be placed In the 
least restrictive environment, 
which leads to the whole concept 
of mainstreaming, where hand- 
icapped students are placed in 
WWWWVWWWWI 
the mainstream of an educatio- 
nal setting," said Ellen Wil-I 
liams, coordinator for the 
undergraduate teacher training! 
program in special education. 
One type of handicapped stu- 
dent mainstreamed into public 
schools is the learning disabled 
child. 
According to Karen Foos, a 
graduate assistant who taught 
learning disabled in grades kin- 
dergarten through fifth for two 
years, these children have aver- 
age to above average IQ's, but 
usually have trouble with spe- 
cific areas of school. 
"There is a discrepancy be- 
tween what they are capable of 
doing and what they are doing," 
she said.  
ANOTHEK TYPE of student 
in the mainstreaming program 
is the developmentally hand- 
icapped child. 
The developmentally hand- 
icapped have lower than aver- 
age IQs, but a higher functional 
ability than the trainable men- 
tally retarded," said Charlotte 
Nagy, a graduate assistant who 
has been teaching this type of 
special student for the past five 
years. 
"You reach for strategies that 
will enable them to learn within 
their abilities," Nagy said. 
Williams said the law states 
parents have a right to be in- 
volved in the planning of their 
children's education, which has 
led to an increased need for 
consulting and individual pro- 
gramming. 
Under this law, parents and 
teachers can work together to 
develop individual educational 
programs designed to suit the 
specific needs of the children. 
FOOS SAID, "The big goal 
(for learning disabled children) 
is to integrate them into regular 
curriculum." 
One part of the job is public 
relations work on behalf of the 
children, Foos said. 
"They're more normal than 
most people think," she said. 
Patience and repetition are 
required to teach these special 
children, but both Nagy and 
Foos think it is worth it. 
In working with developmen- 
tally handicapped students, 
Nagy said she tries to prepare 
them for jobs and for life in the 
community. The students learn 
about such things as balancing a 
checkbook and using the tele- 
phone. 
"Once you have a devel- 
opmentally handicapped person 
oriented to the needed skills in a 
Job, he usuallv proves to be an 
excellent worker who shows up 
on time every day," she said. 
SEE OUR NEW LOOK! 
LOCKER    ROOM    SPORTING 
GOODS 
Uatani   mpiirli  ana  (-jifti 
109 N. Main Phone 352-7197 
Variety and Selection under one roof 
AJJ Glassware 30% off    M Sweat Pants $7 
AU Wood Items 30% off AU Hooded Tops $12 
AH Pottery 30% off        AU Shoes in stock 20% off 
All Timex Watches 50% offStadium seats 30% off 
Register for hourly drawings from 4-9, Fri. and Sal. 
until Xmas. Refreshments provided. 
uwuu L 
is now accepting 
applications 
for 
Director of Mini-Courses 
Applicants must have one semester GAO 
experience. 
Applications are available in the GAO 
office and are due Wednesday, Jan. 16. 
Monty's offers you 
Design Freedom Perm 
HOLIDAY SPECIAL 
$33 value 
NOW  $/8 includes haircut 
good through 1/1/85 
valid only with coupon 
124 walk-ins welcome 
W. Wooster      352-2611 
WINTHROP TERRACE 





* Trash Removal 
all included 
1 and 2 bedrooms furnished & unfurnished 
For a perfect place to live stop by 
400 Napoleon or Call 352-9135 
Hours: 9-5 Daily and Evenings by Appointment 
PI22A      3528408 
BROTHERS, inc. 
- — ■ COUPON ■§(■! 
Buy Any 
1 Item Family Pizza 
at Regular Price And Receive 
ANY SMALL FOLDOVER 
FREE! s 
Expkw 1J/2I/I4 coupon 
FOR FREE 
DELIVERY 
"What Good Pizza Eatin's All About' 
■ ■   COUPON  ■BMMHBHMHHa 
Any 2 Items 
FREE 
On Any Size Pizza 
(Don Not Include Foldovert) 









any size foldover 
(WITH THIS COUPON) 
Expir.s 12/21/84 
836 S. MAIN  B.G., OHIO 
MM.'Dwr. 11 ■■■, MWeHi; M. t Set. II «.».; Sea. 4 ».». -14.il. 
"Come in and enjoy our 





BEE GEE BOOK STORE 
ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN 
M-F 9-5:30 
Sat 9-5:00 353-2252 
STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES, INC. 
Invites you to attend a 
Lecture/ Discussion/Question 8c Answer Session 
on 
THE CITY COURT SYSTEM 
AND 
BGSU STUDENTS 
Presented by Karl J. Surfer, 
YOUR ATTORNEY-AT-LAW 
- Recent developments 8c changes in DWI charges 
8c their etfects on students 
- How to use Small Claims Court 
- Dealing with situations in Municipal Court and 
Common Pleas Court 
OPEN TO ALL 
DATE: December 12, 1984 
TIME: 7:30 p.m. 
LOCATION: 112 Lite Sciences Building 
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An up-to-the-minute bulletin with savings on gifts for 
everyone on your holiday shopping list... see you at Macy's! 
Clubhouse coordinates 
save 40%        sale, 17" save 50% 
Banker's Club coordinates 
in pure wool. Skirts, 
jackets, slacks, blouses 
and more in sizes 6-16. 
Reg. S65-S120. -;ale $39-$72 
Clubhouio (0176): all Mocy I. 
Young Collector separate* 
Bon Jour corduroy jeans, 
35% off. Four colors. 
Orig- $28, sale 17.99 
Gloria Vanderbilt oxford 
shirts, 40% off. Button- 
down collar, cotton. Orig.' 
$30. sale 17.99 
Young Colloctot (D663 6621   all Mocy I 
Famous maker coordinates 
Wool blend skirts, blazers, 
pants, vests and jackets. 
Also long-sleeve blouses. 
By Koret. Act III and 
Personal. Orig.' $30-$108 
sale 14.85-53.46 
Plaio'Woilporl (DIM): all Mocy l. 
Misses and Petite 
holiday dresses 
Shirtdresses in crepe de 
chine, solid and print 
georgettes. Misses sizes 
8-18. petites 6-16. Orig.* 
$48 $80. sale 29.99-S49 
Drillll (0252   57)   all Mocy l. 
Junior Shetland sweaters 
sale MO 
Ten colors to choose 
from. 100% acrylic, 
machine washable. 
Sweaters by Pandora and 
Jrs. Originally 12.90 
Brittania Junior jeans 
save28%-35% 
Exciting new styles from 
Brittania. sizes 5-13. 
Checks, stripes, solids and 
more in various styles and 
lengths. Orig.* $29 $33 
sale $21 
Junior! (0121) all Macy't 
Junior shaker sweater* 
special value, 
2490 2990 
Oversize knit shaker 
sweaters in long-sleeve 
crew neck or v-neck vest 
styles. S-M-L. Neon 
splotter sw--'-'',in'ts $30 




Orig.* $18-$28. Cozy 
cotton flannel sleepwear 
in prints and plaids. Junior 
and misses S-M-L. 
«■. u#.,..-....  r»?e8 ?3»)  J'M^^i 
UK gold chains 
save 50% 
Entire stock of 14K gold 
chains including 
serpentine, cobra, alterna, 
herringbone and more. 
7"-30" lengths. Take 50% 
off the ticketed price. 
Ptoctoul Jowolry (D6M): all Macy't. 
Ladies' warm knit sets 
save20°/.-40% 
Scarves, berets, cuff hats, 
gloves and mittens in 
wool, acrylic and blends. 
Many colors and patterns 
to choose from. Reg. 
$7-$20   »ale 5.60-$16 
Acc«ltori«t (017). all Mocy ». 
Leather handbags, more! 
save 20% -50% 
Clutches, hobos. 
compartment bags and 
more in leather, vinyl, 
fabric and nylon. Great 
variety of styles and 
colors. Orig. 17.99$225, 
sale 14.40$ 180 
Handbags 1049 60} II] 13)  all Macy'i 
Salaclion vanoi by ttoto 
Hats, mufflers and shawls 
save 25%-40% 
Entire stock of fedora and 
cloche snoods, mufflers in 
solids and patterns, also 
shawls. Reg. $10 $66, sale 
$7-46.20 
Acc*t*ort«s (D54). all Mocy t 
Plush bear* 
save 20% 
Cute and cuddly plush 
bears in a wide variety of 
sizes and styles. Reg. 
$6 $28, sale 4.80-22.40 
Inlanli (D60): oil Macy't. 
Esprit for girls 
save 20% 
Entire stock Esprit 
sportswear in girls' sizes 
7-14. Pants, skirts, 
jumpers, vests, blouses 
and sweaters. Reg. 
$21 -$41. sale 16.80-32.80 
Glrlt (037) all Mocy. 
Farah slacks for boys 
save 25% 
Dress slacks in washable 
wool blends. Choose plain 
or pleat-front style in 
sizes 8-14 reg. and slim. 
26-30 waists. Reg. $20 $26, 
sale $15-19.50 
Soyi (DM) all Mocy t 
Dress shirts and ties 
save 20%-25% 
Famous maker men's 
shirts in solids and pat- 
terns. Reg. $21-$30, sale 
1t.S0-22.50 
Loft & Brownstone poly- 
ester/silk ties. Reg. $11. 
sale 8.25 
Man't (0*76*0/31): all Macy'i  Saloction 




Comfortable styles with 
unique detailing in cot- 
ton/ramie blends. Black, 
royal, taupe, charcoal, 
jade and more in S-M-L-XL. 
Reg. 19.99-24.99. sale 
13.99-17.49 
Man'l(D27)-all Mocy'i. 
Salactlon varlat by •let 
Famous maker sportcoats 
save 30% 
Farah and Haggar sport- 
coats in wool and flannel. 
Blue, grey and brown. 
Orig.* $100. sale $69 
Famous maker men's 
slacks in wool, more. Orig. 
* $30-$45, sale 19.99-29.99 
Man I(D6I3 113)  all Macy'i 
save 20%-40% 
Down or poly-filled jackets 
ond vests by Members 
Only, Stratojac and more. 
Sizes S-M-L-XL. Reg. 
$45 $155, sale 31.50-108.50 
Man i (DI02): oil Macy i. 
Saloction voctoi by itoro. 
Men's gloves 
save 30% 
Entire stock of 
men's gloves by Aris, 
Pierre Cardin and more. 
Reg. $10-$30, sale $7-$21 




by Zoia Johnson 
reporter 
The American Field Service, 
which brings high school stu- 
dents from all over the world 
together through exchange, may 
bring University students closer 
through a new AFS club being 
organized on campus. 
High school AFS members 
can visit different countries or 
host students from more than 50 
nations. The University club, 
open to all interested students, 
will help out with high school 
programs in the Bowling Green 
area. 
The club is being organized by 
Gayle Mammon, junior photo- journalism major; Judi Kodner, 
senior interpersonal and public 
communication major; and 
Bonnie Winberg, senior political 
science major. 
All three were active in high 
school AFS programs. 
"We have gotten to know a lot 
of people who were involved in 
the program," Hammon said. 
"But when we got to Bowling 
Green there was no program 
like AFS, which is our reason for 
starting one." 
In addition to work with high 
school AFS programs, parties 
and slide shows also are being 
planned. 
"WE JUST want to get people 
together who have hadthe same 
experiences and who can relate 
to each other," Kodner said. 
"By sharing AFS experiences, 
we can have parties where alco- 
hol is not the main subject." 
In addition, the local AFS 
chapter is planning a weekend 
at the University for area for- 
eign students in the spring. 
''Some students have never 
been to a college campus, but 
may have to apply right after 
returning home,'' Kodner said. 
The weekend will also' give 
Bowling Green students the 
chance to meet people from 
other countries. 
The students added that the 
organization is important be- 
cause AFS membership is life- 
long. 
u urc »uiu ui |ii UKI din uiai 
you feelings that you can 
r forget," Hammon said. 
"It is the kind of program th t
gives; 
neve
"We want people to keep contact 
with AFS.'" 
For those interested in AFS, 
contact Kodner at 372-4933. 
Shop Thursday and Friday lOa.m to 9p.m. Sorry, no mail or phone orders. 
Dateline— 
Friday, Dec. 7 
Hockey - The hockey team 
vs. University of Illinois-Chi- 
cago at 7:30 p.m. in the Ice 
Arena. 
Campus Film - "D.C. Cab" 
will be shown at 8 and 10 p.m. 
and midnight at the Main 
Auditorium in University 
Hall. Admission is $1.50 with 
a University DO. 
Saturday, Dec. 8 
Reggae Film Festival - The 
films^Get Up and Stand Up" 
and "Peter Tosh" will be 
shown at 7:30 pan. in 115 
Education Building. Free and 
open to all. 
Hockey - The hockey team 
vs. University of Illinois-Chi- 
cago at 7:30 p.m. in the Ice 
Arena. 
Sunday, Dec. 9 
Concert - Collegiate Cho- 
rale will present Part I of 
Handel's ''Messiah" and sing 
holiday carols at 3 p.m. in 
Kobacker Hall of Moore Mu- 
sical Arts Center. Tickets are 
on sale at the center box 
off ice and range in price from 
$4 to $10. 
Tuna Ensemble - "A Tuba 
Christmas" will be presented 
at S p.m. in Bryan Recital 
Hall of the Moore Musical 
Arts Center. Free and open to 
all. 
Tuesday, Dec. 11 
Nutrition Counseling - Peer 
counseling will be available 
on an appointment or walk-in 
basis from noon to 2 p.m. at 
the Student Wellness Center. 
220 Health Center. Free and 
open to all. 
Lecture - Christian Science 
Organization is sponsoring a 
lecture titled "Spiritual Hope 
Fulfilled in Scientific Heal- 
ing" at 8 p.m. in Kobacker 
Hall of Moore Musical Arts 
Center. Free and open to all. 
Dateline, a daily service of 
the News, lists dates and 
OBMS at campus events. Sub- 
missions by all organisations 
an welcome and must be 
tamed in typed and double- 
spaced one week prior to the 
event. 
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Book inspires workers 
by Jim Lesczynski Jr. 
reporter 
When employees are asked to put in ertra 
effort on the job, some may respond with. 
"What's in it for me?" 
Warren Hauck, professor of management, 
has helped employers answer this question in 
a book be compiled and edited titled' 'Motivat- 
ing People to Work." 
The book, published by the Industrial Engi- 
neering and Management Press of Norcross, 
Ga., deals with workers improving corporate 
productivity and management rewarding 
workers for their effort. 
The main problem Is "getting employees to 
identify (with) what is good for the company 
is good for them," Hauck said. 
Hauck, who worked in industry for 35 years 
before teaching, said motivating employees is 
a problem constantly faced by managers. 
'Getting people involved and participating 
(in the management process) is an essential 
part of motivation," he said. "If you select 
your own job, you will do it better." 
AN EMPLOYEE'S motivation must be a 
tangible financial reward, Hauck said, adding 
that people think "they are being had" by 
employers who are the only ones Denefiting 
from increased productivity. 
"Management must find a way of taking the 
gain and sharing it with the company and the 
employee," he said. 
Similar motivation has been used with stu- 
dents, but to a limited extent, Hauck said. 
There has been some effort to use "quality 
circles" at Ohio University in Athens, he 
added. Quality circles are points given to 
students who work with professors to Improve 
classes. 
"The financial reward for students is post- 
graduation," Hauck said. "The courses I 
teach will be used at work. The (student's) job 
in four or five years will be reflected in the 
skills and attitudes picked up here." 
People who contributed articles for the book 
include Arnold Putnam, president of Rath and 
Strong, a Boston consulting firm; Clifford 
Sellie, chairman of the board of Standards 
International; and Timothy Rogers, a Univer- 
sity accounting professor. 
Holidays can be hazard 
by Ellen Zlmmerll 
staff reporter 
While the Christmas season 
may mean holiday fun and deco- 
rations for many dorm resi- 
dents, it is an extra worry for the 
Environmental Safety and 
Health Department. 
Daniel Parratt, manager of 
environmental services, said 
that with Christinas decora- 
tions, there are increased safety 
hazards. 
One hazard involves overload- 
ing electrical outlets by using 
adapter plugs and extension 
cords. Use of these items is 
discouraged because the ones 
commonly available are not in- 
tended to dispense as much volt- 
age as students expect them to. 
If the outlet is overloaded, it 
may overheat, causing damage 
to the appliance plugged in there 
or insulation may melt. Such 




would like to thank the BG businesses 
that contributed prizes to our IBA Raffle: 
'Falcon House 'Dexter's 
'Clazel Theatre 'Wendy's 
' Greeting Exchange ' PurceU's Bike Shop 
'BG Flying Club 'Lie Ceasar's Pizza 
'Uhlman's 'Jeans n Things 
*SBX 'Finder's 
'TO's 'Sub-Me-Quick 
.'Pisanello's 'Lake Erie Sports 
WINTER SPECIAL 
.75 13 In. Ont Item Plua 
Ph. 352-5166 
203 North ITlain 
Op*n 4 p.m. 
Additional Ite-mi 7S4 «o 
IMI otuv(»< ow<>9. iiynt.i o    Expires 12/31/84 
^^^^^^jjn^^ougonoer^lzzo^^^^^^ 
pgfcpW" 
EVERYTHING YOU EVER 
WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT 
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE, 
But were afraid to ask. 
Hear William Lee 
at Kobacker Hall 
TUESDAY, DECEMBER llthj 
8:00 p.m. 
4 Phi Mu would like tcpf 
I congratulate the new * 
I i % executive council. I t 
The perfect gift comes 
with its own ribbon 
The Swintec Collegiate electronic portable 
• 46 characters of correction memory 
• Automatic paper teed for quick loading 
• Time-saving repeat capabilities on all character keys 
• LED margin-setting display 
• 100-character interchangeable daisy wheel 
• Choice of 10.12,15 pitch and 10 typefaces 
• Lightweight, molded carrying case 
nrf»rmmn>M 
REG.        NOW 






AND GET $100°° in Ribbons 
& Print Wheels Free 
L 
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THEY'RE BACK! 
Hockey Frl./Sat. 7:80 p.m. 
BB VS ILLINOIS - CHICAGO 
Ticktts available far Ml unit. Qi salt Ml, al tu 
ajtMhal Htll asi let Artia »cksl afflcta 
WEAR ORANGE - BE THERE 
misuse is a potential fire hazard, 
Parrat said. 
"The only thing we can do is 
educate - try to inform students 
through pamphlets," David 
Heinlen, safety and health in- 
spector, said. 
Since Environmental Services 
does not make room inspections, 
Heinlen said it is hard to know 
how much abuse of safety stan- 
dards actually occurs. 
"EVEN THOUGH the service 
is good, we don't want to legally 
interfere with your private resi- 
dence," Hr-inlen said. 
Parratt agreed, noting the de- 
partment has to deal with com- 
peting interests. 
"There is the student's right to 
privacy and the potential safety 
hazard," Parratt said. "How do 
we meet both goals?" 
One thing Environmental 
Services does is provide decora- 
tion safety guidelines. 
Included are the following 
suggestions: 
• Use flame-proof or noncom- 
bustible decorations. 
• Do not decorate with lighted 
candles. 
• Do not overload circuits with 
too many lights. 
• Do not leave lighting unat- 
tended. 
Live or cut trees also are not 
permitted in students' residence 
hall rooms. 
Parratt belie ves the best thing 
to do is limit yourself to one 
appliance per outlet. 
"You name it, it's plugged in 
and running," he said. "It's a 
constant worry to us ... I think 
the majority of the people - if 
they knew the consequences - 
would be surprised at the dam- 


















From Pulsar Quartz, 
) 
ar 
Christmas sparkles, and so do these elegant diamond 
watches from Pulsar. A perfectly heautiful gift to give 
or receive. All so affordable, you'll start believing in 
Santa Claus. 
Subject to prior sale 
Can't come in: Ph. 353-6691 to order 
Open Mon.-Fri. 10-8 Sat. 10-5 
^£WELHY>TO»E 
<$M^ 
128 N. Main   Downtown 
$10FF 
■SALE 
THIS COUPON  ENTITLES HOLDER TO $1   OFF 
ITEMS BELOW OR ANY OTHER REGULARLY PRICED 
LP OR PRERECORDED TAPE IN STOCK. 
Good thru Mon., Dec. 17 
PAUL MCCARTNEY 
GIVE MY REGARDS 
TO BROAD STREET 
including 
No Mom Lot*, Nignt.'mi*fl»Y 
Man) Them Ano E.P'ywn^v 
S.II, LOW Sonfl. 





' "• W* Song / Don t talk About II 
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LETS are BG's special type of city policeman 
by Geoffrey Barrurd 
wire editor 
The city of Bowling Green has 
two "jacks-of-all-trades" in its 
employ. In fact, it's the only city 
in Ohio that has them. 
"Even though his name is 
Larry," Bowling Green Police 
Chief Galen Ash said, "we call 
him 'jack-of-all-trades.' The 
other guy's name really is Jack, 
so we just call him his regular 
name." 
Larry Noon and Jack Church 
are Bowling Green's law en- 
forcement technicians. To the 
casual onlooker, they appear to 
be regular patrolmen; they 
carry guns, wear the same uni- 
form, drive in marked vehicles, 









At Majestic Paint Centers you'll and 
Great Gifts for 
Gifted... 
DRAFTING LAMP 
A perfect addition to 
your drawing table: 





Measures 30" x 42" White 
laminate top, black baked 
enamel legs. 
DESIGN-A-CHAIR 
This stylish chair comes In gray 
padded tabrlc with chrome 
trame. 
BUYBOTHAND 
Reg Price $15995 Sft/E 
Save $30 $5995 
Save $30 $3995 
g"»"$39»s 
JOY Of FAINTING 
WATERCOLOR SET 
Reg Price: $1995 
*»»$I495 $6 43! 
JOY OF PAINTING 
ACRYLIC SET 
Reg Price: $44.95 
Save 
$5 $ys 
JOY OF PAINTING 
OIL SET 
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EASEL       ** 






Reg Price: $8 75 
CELLOPHANE TAPE 
v.  < 500 tape »#i 
its own OMpenMt 




-tm  $4 
CALLIGRAPHY 
MARKER SET 




|Reg Price: $5.95   g*» 







Bill Insfone, Manager 
AAon.-Thurs.-Fri. 8 to 8 - Tues. & Wed. 8 to 6 
Sat. 9 to 5 
make arrests and issue traffic 
tickets. 
Their main duties, however, 
are issuing parking tickets and 
maintaining the city's 470 park- 
ing meters. 
All though they get paid about 5 
percent less than patrolmen, the job has its advantages, Noon, 47, 
said. 
"Why would I want to be a 
patrolman? So I could work 
nights and holidays? I'd rather 
get a little less money and work 
Phone 353-3551   229 South Main Street 
BG News/Susan OOM 
Meter duty 
Larry Noon, one of two law enforcement technicians for Bowling 
Green, checks a meter in the lot behind Macy's to see if it is working 
properly. 
8 to 4," be said. 
Bowling Green's city polic 
work 28-day shifts, alternate 
between daytime and nightt 
duty, Ash said. The law enfo. v^ 
ment technicians, or LETs, dc| 
not 
Bowling Green is allowed 
state law to create the positio 
of LET. 
"It's really an oddball posil 
tion," Noon said. "Anyone carl 
have one and make it out to f 
whatever you want it to be." 
"We created the position and 
Eve it these certain duties,'! 
h said. "Other cities (in Ohio! 
might have them, but they're] 
either under another name or da 
other Jobs. We have the only tw<| 
in captivity." 
THE LETS evolved from "me 1 
ter-maids" because there 
numerous advantages to hav 
more police-trained personnel 
on the streets, Ash said. L 
"It used to be that parkin, I 
violations were enforced by mei I 
on foot downtown," Noon saidf 
"When these officers would se. | 
a crime happen, they had m[ 
more power than any other mai I 
on the street." 
Ash said having extra unil 
formed people on the street 
helps stop crime before it hap I 
pens. 
"If nothing else, it has psyche | 
logical effects," Ash saidT'It's. 
crime deterrent. As far as th I 
public is concerned, a uniform i 
a uniform." 
The LETs are paid by the cit 
out of funds separate from th 
police department The monel 
for their budget comes mostll 
from parking  violations  an I 
parking meter collections, Noo 
said. 
Since they carry weapons an 
occasionally are called on tl 
assist in arrests, they have to b I 
as thoroughly schooled in polic [ 
technique as the rest of the city I 
officers. They also have to tak I 
marksmanship tests every thlre I 
months, Ash said. 
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Lisa & Scott 
Tina & Phil 
Rachel & Andy 
Patty & Nark 
Dana & Brian 
Sweetpea & Kenndal 
Carol & Chad 
Mary Ann, Eric, 
Robert 
Dawn, Eric, Robert 
Carol & Larry 
Loraine & Jim 
Susan & Delt #1 
Lora & Delt #2 
Chris & Bob 
Brenda & Jim "alias 
Al Copone" 
Kelly & Wayne 
Bonnie & Clyde 
Animal & The 
Trainer 
Karen & the After 
thought 
Marge & John 
Patty & Tony 
Angela & Bob 
Renee & Scott 
Susan & Mark 
Lori & Rob 
Ann & Jim 
Lisa & Dave 
Karen & Chip 
Michelle & Mark 
Amy & Mark 
Olive Oyl & Popeye 
Monica & Marty 
Ginny & Biffer 
i I 
RCAWMG    2C» 
Friday, December 7th 
Denice & Rick 
Kathy & Dave 
Cheri & Rick 
Holly & Jim 
Theresa & Ron 
Laura & Jim 
Ho & "the Whiner" 
Vivid & "the 
Rooster" 
Marie & Michael 
Wendy & Brad 
Swany & Spastic 
Leslie has a date 
Susan & Mike 
Lisa & Chris 
Pam & Dan 
Jan & Karl 
Blonde & "a very 
tall, blonde, tan, 
cute man" 
Carol & Matt 
? & Stud 
The Happening & 
Matt man 
Lori & Greg 
The Wench & The 
Stud 
m Patty (Mom) & Kevin 
^ Donna & Mike 
H Jamean & Jim 
^ The engaged couple 
Wan & Weasal 
Amy & Paul 
Anne & Ron 
Laurine & Tom 
Jacqueline & John 
Lisa & FIJI Bob 
Robin & Kenn 
Rain & Eureka 
Michelle & Greg 
Mary & Mark 
Karen & Mike 
Tammy & Jeff 
The Keystone Couple 
Sue & Jim 
Geoff & Jeanie 
Tammy & Calvin 
Lisa & Keith 
Blind Date & 
"Juked" 
Julie & Shannon 
Doreen & the Lucky 
One 
Wendelyn Sue & 
Swopey, too 
The Brother & the 
Wife 
Karen & Mike 
Chester & Molester 
Anne & ... 
Kari & the Mystery 
Man 
ih^lrtAKAKAKAKAKAKATtAltAl 
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Bulimia 
(Continued from page 1) 
The Diagnostic and Statisti- 
cal Manual of Mental Disor- 
ders in was the first manual 
published by the association 
that separated anorexia and 
bulimia, deHaas said. 
"It is very difficult to be an 
anorexic," deHaas said. "The 
main thing you have to do is 
maintain this intense con- 
trol." 
Individuals who start out 
intending to become anorexic 
do not have the control to stop 
eating completely may be- 
come bulimic, she said. 
"Culturally, we are still 
pushing the ideal female form 
as one that is unattainable by 
the greater majority of 
women," she said. 
THE TREND for the ideal 
figure has changed from ex- 
treme thinness to a more 
healthy look, she said. Indi- 
viduals wanting to attain the 
ideal form portrayed by the 
media may resort to bulimia. 
Cultural, social and family 
pressures also may lead to 
the disorder. There is no one 
cause of bulimia, she said. 
"Eating is one way we deal 
with anxieties. Bulimia la a 
wav of avoiding or dealing 
with the repercussions," she 
said. 
Disorders which stem from 
bulimia and anorexia are nu- 
merous, deHaas said. 
Bulimics may get cuts in 
the back of the throat made 
by a finger nail, when a finger 
is used to induce vomiting. 
Continual dental exposure to 
stomach acids can damage 
tooth enamel and stress to 
other body organs can result 
in further damage. 
Stress on the the circula- 
tory system may result in 
death from cardiac arrest, 
deHaas said. 
She said individuals who 
are engaging in bulimic be- 
havior should seek counsel- 
ing. 
"THE BULIMIC is more 
likely to seek help, but also 
more likely to drop out of 
treatment because they are 
impulsive," deHaas said. 
It someone suspects a 
friend is bulimic, he should 




by Don Lee 
jlaff reporter 
Students must either pay their 
bills with the University or 
make arrangements to pay 
them if they want to remain 
enrolled. Joseph Martini, bur- 
sar, said yesterday. 
If finances are not cleared, the 
student's on-campus housing 
contract, if any, is canceled and 
the student is not allowed to 
register for the next semester or 
registration already made is 
canceled, he said. 
"AD students who are attend- 
ing the first day of classes (in a 
semester) must have made pay- 
ments or financial arrange- 
ments," he said. 
A student must be registered 
for classes and his bursar ac- 
count paid before be receives a 
University identification card. 
Martini said. 
"The student who pays late. 
Sets his ID late," be said. "And 
they don't pay at all, then they 
aren't (registered) here any- 
more." 
Students who owe money and 
are still registered for classes at 
the University are sent a series 
of collection notices until ac- 
counts are settled or arrange- 
ments made, Martini said. 
BELLS CAN be turned over to 
an outside agency if the student 
leaves the University before 
bills are paid. Martini said his 
office usually withholds tran- 
scripts in such cases. 
He cited the case of a 1973 
graduate who recently paid an 
outstanding parking fine in or- 
der to get a transcript. 
Martini said be prefers to 
have students come to his office 
to discuss payment problems. 
This is the reason meal cards for 
students who have not made 
arrangements are sent to the 
bursar's office instead of to toe 
student's residence, he said. 
"It's an attempt to get the 
student to come In and talk to 
us," Martini said, adding that 
his office does not withhold toe 
cards, but requires students to 
come to the office to pick them 
up so financial arrangements 
can be discussed. 
"It is extremely helpful in the 
collection process to see the 
student face-tc-face," he said. 
Grad students offer reading service 
by Julie Faubie 
reporter 
For parents concerned about 
their children's reading abili- 
ties, help may be available in 
the Reading Center, a service 
offered through the College of 
Education. 
Graduate students offer tutor- 
ing in reading as part of their 
certification requirements, said 
Joseph Nemeth, Reading Center 
director. Elementary and sec- 
ondary school participants 
spend three hours in toe pro- 
gram on Saturday mornings for 
five-week terms. 
Nemeth said the number of 
recommended terms is usually 
four, and about 250 students go 
through the program a year. 
Aside from teaching reading 
skills, the center offers diagnos- 
tic services to determine possi- 
ble causes and effects of reading 
problems. 
Nemeth said problems may be 
intellectual, physical or a result 
of situations at home or school. 
He said he has never found one 
single cause of reading prob- 
lems, but that generally there 
are a number of contributing 
MEADOWVIEW COCIRT 
214 Napoleon Rd. 
3521195 
Apartments available1 
  for Second Semester 
1 Furnished 
Efficiency     \ 
*225/month 
landlord pays gas 
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Tenant pays gas 
and electric 
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factors resulting in problems 
with vocabulary, comprehen- 
sion and reading attitudes. 
NEMETH SAID the center 
has the following four objec- 
tives: 
• Improve toe students' self- 
images. 
• "To improve their reading 
attitudes by immersing them in 
books in which they are inter- 
ested and which they can read," 
he said. He said these first two 
goals are extremely important 
because "you can't learn any- 
thing unless you feel you can 
learn it." 
• Make sure children can use 
reading as recreation and a 
learning tool. 
• Improve reading skills. 
One way the center tries to 
achieve these goals is with the 
Northwest Ohio March of Dimes 
Reading Marathon. 
"The objective of the program 
is to get children to read more 
books and to sensitize them to 
the problems of birth defects," 
Nemeth said. 
The children read books for 
pledges and win gold, silver or 
bronze medals depending on the 
number of books they read. 
In the most recent five-week 
term, the first place winner, who 
received a family pass to the 
Toledo Zoo, read SO books, Ne- 
meth said. The average number 
of books read was 18. 
"THAT IS remarkable," he 
said, because usually students 
with remedial reading skills 
simply do not read. 
The center structures its pro- 
S-am so students will succeed, 
emeth said. 
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! New Year's Eve 
Date Party 
| BF & Marcia Ron & Nancy Bono & The Edge 
| Tadd & Erin Craig & Annette Dave & Cindy                     : 
: Scott & Ubby Jim & Kristy Tony & Toni 
: Doug & Margaret Murray & Pam P.W. Herman & C. Lauper ; 
: Rob & Bev Flash & Flashette Pappa & Mrs. Smurf 
: Brian & Kristie Check & Checkie Hairy Babe & Diapers 
: Spud & Leah Rizz & Tracey Car) & Calcutta 
• John & Darcy Ronnie & Wendy Dio Mr. & Mrs. Scarf ace 
• Matthew & Jodie Greg & Lisa Louie & Lillie 
:
 Thom & Janna PA&? Herman & Running Lamb 
: Dew & Barb Keats & Speed Racer & Trixi 
: Mark & Susan Hans & Janice Bert Convy & Jim Nabors 
BAD Brad & Sharon Mamma & Peachcakes 
: Doug & Leslie P. Lynoit & G. Moore Tweetie & Sylvester 
: Mark & Kelly Bill & Chris Rooster & Hen 
: Matt & Pam Jim & There's a 
*Semi Formal* 
Dan & Pam 
CHRISTMAS LIST 
MAKING A LIST. 
CHECKING IT TWICE 
THINKING HOW 
PURPLE RAIN FOR JOHN 
DOGGIE BONES FOR MURPH 
BGSU SWEATSHIRT FOR SUE 
FALCON T-SHIRT FOR ANN 
$F     v, I_XTRA V 'ASH 
WOULD BE NICE? 
I.D. 's required 
Bring in your used books to the 
University Bookstore 
Student Services Bldg. 
Dec. 12*21 8:00a.m.-5:00p.m. M-FR. 
SAT. 9-5 Closed Sunday. 
Elsewhere 8 BG News/December 7,1984 
Ethiopian nomads are victims of famine 
MILLE, Ethiopia (AP) - Fier- 
cely proud Afar tribesmen, with 
their sheep, goats and cattle 
dead, now watch their children 
succumb to starvation. Though 
well adapted to their harsh de- 
sert land\ these rugged nomads 
have not been spared by Ethio- 
pia's devastating famine. 
Many have come too late to an 
emergency feeding center in the 
Ethiopian wasteland, about 320 
miles north of Addis Ababa, the 
capital. The feeding center, built 
of poles and plastic, was put up 
overnight by soldiers. 
The first foreign Journalists 
permitted into the two-week-old 
camp on Monday saw hundreds 
of children, all emaciated, some 
only hours from death. Twenty 
people had already died at the 
camp. 
Remnants of families hid from 
the sun under trees draped with 
scraps of burlap, their only shel- 
ter. More than 4,000 people had 
WRITER'S MEETING 
Tuesday, December 11 6:30 p.m. 
209 University Hall 
Anyone interested in being published in trie spring, 1985 edition of 
MISCELLANY should attend this informative meeting. Types of stories we 
are accepting will be discussed and writer's guidelines will be distributed. If 
you are interested in writing but cannot attend meeting, leave a note in the 
MISCELLANY mailbox in the Journalism office, 103 University Hall. 
tmia0t0l000t010$0l0*0IOiOt0t0*000$000* 
CONGRATULATES ITS NEW 
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL 
President Todd Evans 
Vice President Matt Lucas 
Vice President of Rush Dave Adamson 
Treasurer Tom Skartinsfcy 
Eminent Correspondent Alex Barclay 
Eminent Recorder Scott Inka 
Asst. Treasurer Scott Barr 
AND OUR JUNIOR EXECUTIVE... 
House Artist Darren Hall & Jim Kronenberger 
Philanthropy Sam Travalino 
Asst. Pledge Educator Sam Anderson 
Pledge Educator Harry Spieker 
Asst. Rush Jeff Lampson 
Chaplain Nick Roubes 
Alumni Relations Tom Palecak 
House Manager Mike Lucke 
Father's Day Scott Mesel & Mike Roof 
Sound System Mike Lueke & Skip Scott 
Ritual Roger Stewart 
Social Chairman Darren Hall & Nick Rombes 
IFC Rep John Janssens 
Spirit & Greek Events Skip Scott 
Wardens Mike Sherlock & Mike Roof 
Public Relations Tom Jackse 
House Improvements Greg Buehler 
Faculty Relations Matt Ryder 
Scholarship Paul Krajewski 
Sports Chairman Perry Quick 
Chronicler John Stroszak 
gathered there. 
"I walked up to one (family), 
and a 6-year-old girl Just died," 
said Associated Press photogra- 
pher Paola Crociani. "The 
women didn't believe it. They 
looked into the girl's eyes and 
began screaming." 
. A 3-YEAR-old girl named Alsa 
used what strength remained in 
her withered arms to push away 
a plastic cup of rehydration 
fluid. She was the size of a 6- 
month-old baby. Her face was 
sunken and bones protruded 
from her shoulders and back. 
Aisa's mother, 24-year-old Za- 
hara, shook her head in despair 
when a Red Cross worker urged 
her to feed the liquid to her 
daughter. Aisa, who Dr. Mo- 
hamed Kadir said probably 
would not live through the night, 
continued to refuse the drink. 
Kadir said the girl "has no 
chance unless she gets thera- 
peutic feeding - through a nos- 
tril tube or intraveneously - in a 





Thurs. Dec. 6 thru Sat. Dec. 8 
University Bookstore 
Student Services 
Monday - Friday 8:00-5:00 
Saturday 9:00-5:00 
ALPHA EPSILON 
finished for another week." 
Tuberculosis is rife In the 
camp, as are pneumonia and 
diarrhea. The diseases are fatal 
to these starved children 
brought from the desert between 
Ethiopia's highlands and the 
Red Sea. 
"Pieces of this look like Da- 
chau," said Everett McDon- 
ough, SO, a Los Angeles banker, 
referring to an infamous death 
camp of Nazi Germany. McDon- 
ough, invited by the American 
Red Cross to tour famine-hit 
areas of Ethiopia, has been 
asked to make a report, along 
with other members of his 
group, to President Reagan. 
THE AFARS, tall people used 
to a diet of milk and meat, have 
long herded animals on the de- 
serts of northeastern Ethiopia 
where temperatures reach 168 
degrees Fahrenheit in the rare 
shade. 
Officials say only a catastro- 
phe brings the Moslem nomads 
to the point of compromising 
their independence. They came 
only after many lost all livestock 
and others had died of famine. 
The Ethiopian relief staff at 
Mille methodically feeds Afar 
children, lined docilely along the 
walls of the tent. Each of the 225 
children patiently waits a turn, 
although a missed chance to eat 
can be fatal. An additional ISO 
squat outside. 
Only five relief workers are 
assigned to the camp. 
"It is very difficult," said an 
Ethiopian Red Cross nurse, Ay- 
nelem Kebede. "But when I can 
help these people, it makes me 
happy." 
One tent is used as a store- 
house and stocked with a United 
Nations of relief supplies - "corn 
soya milk" from trie U.S. gov- 
ernment. Dutch powdered milk 
sent by Libya, bandages from 
the Soviet Union, Finnish cook- 
ing oil, West German medicine 
and large cans of Dutch civil 
defense surplus biscuits. 
Bill for $10,000 increase 
Legislators plan raise 
COLUMBUS (AP) - State law- 
makers apparently will give 
themselves a raise of about $10,- 
000 a year in a bill that also may 
be amended to include a raise 
for the governor. 
Rep. Patrick Sweeney, D- 
Cleveland, chairman of a House 
subcommittee studying the local 
government omnibus pay hike 
legislation, said yesterday he 
understands that Speaker Vern 
Riffe Jr., D-New Boston, has 
approved the $10,000 figure "and 
1 think this means that it (the 
raise) will not be any more than 
that." 
Members of the Senate and 
House currently are paid $22,500 
a year, and do not receive Co- 
lumbus living expenses although 
they are paid mileage for one 
trip to ana from the capital each 
week when the Legislature is in 
session. 
Members' last increase, from 
$17,500, became effective Jan. 1, 
1979. 
Rep. Edward Orlett, D-Day- 
ton, a member of the eight- 
member subcommittee, con- 
firmed that the panel is consid- 
ering a boost not only for the 
governor but also for the other 
five statewide elected officials. 
ORLETT SAID the amount of 
the proposed increase is still 
under discussion but there have 
been rumors of talk about rais- 
ing the governor's salary from 
the current $65,000 a year to as 
high as $100,000. 
The Dayton Democrat pointed 
out that the statewide increases 
could not take effect until 1987 
due to a constitutional prohibi- 
tion against elected officials, 
except tor judges, getting a pay 
hike during their current terms. 
The same constitutional re- 
striction is why lawmakers are 
considering boosts for them- 
selves ana county officials dur- 
ing the current lame duck 
session of the Legislature. The 
increases would take effect at 
the beginning of their new terms 
in January. 
Otherwise, they could not get 
an increase until 1987. 
The lieutenant governor cur- 
rently earns $35,000 a year while 
the attorney general, secretary 
of state, auditor, and treasurer 
are each paid $50,000 annually. 
Sweeney's subcommittee, 
which hopes to get a bill to the 
House floor for a vote Tuesday, 
heard tesfmony vesterday from 
various county officials who said 
inflation and added responsibili- 
ties are more than enough to 
document the need for then* pay 
increases. 
THE SUBCOMMITTEE has 
before it a series of bills increas- 
ing the salaries of county com- 
missioners, sheriffs, recorders, 
prosecutors, engineers, treasur- 
ers, coroners and judges. Pro- 
posed boosts vary and are 
grouped according to county 
populations. 
For instance, county commis- 
sioners are down for an increase 
in the smaller counties (under 
20,000 population) from $13,400 a 
year to $16,526. Commissioners 
In counties with a population 
between 105,000 and 125,000 
would go from $23,000 to $27,720, 
while those in counties with 1 
million or more residents would 
be hiked from $32,500 to $41,060. 
Sweeney said the subcommit- 
tee hopes to combine all the 
measures into an omnibus bill so 
that the full House Finance 
Committee can recommend it to 
the Rules Committee on Monday 
for assignment to a floor vote 
Tuesday. 
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School boards 
can end busing 
WASHINGTON (AP) - For 
the first time, the Justice 
Department told a court yes- 
terday that a local school 
board can abolish a court-or- 
dered busing program and 
return to neighborhood 
schools even if it increases 
racial segregation in schools. 
The department filed a 
friend-of-the-court brief in the 
4th US. Circuit Court of Ap- 
peals in a case involving Nor- 
folk, Va. But Assistant 
Attorney General William 
Bradford Reynolds, head of 
the department's civil rights 
division, said his principles 
could affect "many, many 
other school districts around 
the country." 
In the brief, Reynolds ar- 
gued that Norfolk had every 
right to halt the court-ordered 
crosstown busing of elemen- 
tary students even though the 
number of schools which are 
90 percent black will rise as a 
result from zero to 10. 
If accepted by the courts, 
the complex legal justifica- 
tion offered by Reynolds 
would solve a major political 
and legal problem he has 
faced since taking office four 
years ago. Reynolds moved 
swiftly to implement Presi- 
dent Reagan's opposition to 
the use of busing to achieve 
school desegregation. 
IN DOING SO, he refused to 
have the Justice Department 
support integration plans that 
required busing, but that only 
affected new cases. 
The Supreme Court long 
ago ruled that busing is a 
legal means of ending school 
segregation and hundreds of 
cities are operating under 
court-approved busing or- 
ders. 
Reynolds argued that Nor- 
folk was legally entitled to 
end the busing system which 
had been used to break down 
school segregation and re- 
place it with a neighborhood 
system for two reasons: 
First, he said, a court ruled 
nine years ago that the busing 
system had ended Norfolk's 
illegal dual schools system 
and replaced it with a unitary 
system for both blacks and 
whites. 
Since that declaration 
ended court supervision of the 
system, he said Norfolk was 
free to implement any system 
whose purpose was not dis- 
criminatory. 
Glove cigarettes: the latest fad 
COLUMBUS (AP) - Clove cig- 
arettes, which are imported 
from Indonesia and linked to a 
death in California, are becom- 
ing increasingly popular in Ohio, 
tobacco dealers say. 
"In past years, you'd have 
clove cigarettes in here for- 
ever," said Ed King, owner of 
Camelot Ltd., a tobacco store on 
the city's North Side. "Now it's 
hard to keep them stocked." 
King said he sells 20 cartons a 
week of the Indonesian ciga- 
rettes, which come 10 to a pack 
and are priced from $1.40 to 
$2.50 in Columbus stores, de- 
pending on the brand. 
The Orange County, Calif., 
chapter of the American Lung 
Association issued a formal 
statement against the cigarettes 
after a doctor there said he 
believes they contributed to the 
death of a 17-year-old Los An- 
geles male last March. 
"The clove oil tends to numb 
the airways, and the cilia (in the 
lungs) aren't able to cough up 
the bacteria," said Jimm Ingo- 
lio, the chapter's communica- 
tion director. The teen-ager, 
who was suffering from the flu 
at the time, developed pneumo- 
nia after he smoked a clove 
cigarette. 
HOWEVER, MANY Colum- 
bus tobacco stores said their 
customers believe imported cig- 
arettes are healthier than do- 
mestic brands. 
"Imported cigarettes tend to 
be a pure cigarette - no saltpe- 
ter, no chemicals to keep them 
burning," said Sam Tufts, 
owner of Barclay Pipe & To- 
bacco in Columbus. 
He said Ohio State University 
students buy most of the 200 
cartons of imported cigarettes 
he sells each week. 
Clove cigarettes also are pop- 
ular among young people In 
Cleveland, said Joan Petersen, 
manager of the downtown Smok- 
er's Haven shop. 
"AH the people purchasing 
them are between the ages of 21 
and 28," she said. "The majority 
of them are not smokers. I think 
they just like to try something 
"They smell terrible and they 
cost about $2 a pack, but they 
really sell." 
She said she first noticed a 
sales increase for the cigarettes 
last spring. 
Pat Coldiron of the Cincinnati 
Tobacconist said the clove ciga- 
rettes are sold mostly to college- 
age youngsters and apparently 
are coveted because of the cur- 
rent fad. Her supply often does 
not meet the demand. 
"BUYING CLOVE cigarettes, 
they're kind of like buying Izod 
shirts or polo shirts. It s kind of 
the thing to do," she said. "It's a 
very good seller." 
She said the clove cigarettes 
probably appeal to the young 
buyers because they lack the 
additives of domestic cigarettes 
and have a sweet smell, since 
they are 60 percent tobacco and 
40 percent clove. 
"So right away, you've cut 
down on your nicotine. They're 
pleasant in the air, to a point, 
when someone lights one up, it 
smells nice," Coldiron said. 
The tobbaco store owners said 
many people treat the sweet- 
tasting clove cigarettes as they 
would a fine cigar and smoke an 
occasional one after dinner or 
with a drink. 
Cloves, which make up 40 per- 
cent of the cigarettes, are the 
dried flower buds of an ever- 
green that is native to Indonesia. 
Psychologist urges snowstorm optimism 
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MIDNITC SHOW HIS 
CINCINNATI (AP) - If win- 
ter's first snowflakes tend to get 
you down, a Cincinnati psycholo- 
gist suggests this little exercise: 
try to tKnk of three reasons why 
snow is fun. 
The optimistic approach isn't 
new, but it is an effective way of 
countering the blues or "cabin 
fever" that strike when the 
year's first heavy snowstorm 
arrives, said John Steffen, asso- 
ciate professor of psychology 
and director of clinical psychol- 
ogy at the University of Cincin- 
nati. 
News briefs 
Cincinnati was hit with 7 
inches of snow in a storm that 
blanketed all but northwest Ohio 
Wednesday night. Snowfall 
amounts ranged from 3 to 7 
inches statewide. 
That kind of snowfall de- 
presses some people who aren't 
accustomed to snow, are afraid 
to drive in it or are isolated at 
home when they are unable to 
travel in to their jobs, Steffen 
said. 
He suggests that those people 
think about the upbeat opportu- 
nities that the snow presents. 
"IT COULD BE a day off from 
work, a chance to do something 
you hadn't been able to do be- 
cause you'd been working hard. 
(Maybe) you haven't played in 
the snow since you were a Ud," 
he said. 
"The kids love it, of course. 
Kids may love it and parents 
hate it, because kids don't have 
to go to school." 
Snow is also no fun for people 
who are afraid to drive in it and 
take to the highways in a tense 
mood, Steffen said. In making 
his rounds yesterday at the uni- 
versity's department of psychia- 
try and at the University of 
Cincinnati Medical Center, Stef- 
fen said he encountered some 
people with ill feelings about 
Wednesday's storm. 
"Mv impression is the prevail- 
ing feeling is quite negative 
about the first snowfall," he 
said. "People who aren't used to 
snow - their first reaction is 
panic. I lived in Boston for tour 
years and 7 inches there is just a 
powder." 
CLA-ZEL 
IN CONCERT AND BEYOND 
n 
CINEMA 142 
It i o *u< above the tew 
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Schroeder to exercise, official says 
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - All temporary tubes have been re- 
moved from artificial heart recipient William Schroeder and he 
might take a wheelchair ride later today for a change of scenery, a 
hospital official said yesterday morning. 
"He is getting a little restless," said Dr. Allan Lansing, chairman 
and medical director of Humana Heart Institute International. 
Scbroeder's heart rate also will be increased from about 70 beats 
per minute to 80 or 90 beats per minute to keep him from tiring so 
easily as he exercises, Lansing told reporters. 
Schroeder tired after a 12-step walk and moderate exercise 
Wednesday. 
Lansing said he thought a heart-rate increase would be appropri- 
ate because Schroeder was beyond the risk of seizures that plagued 
Barney Clark, the world's first human recipient of a permanent 
artificial heart. 
Though hardly frisky, Schroeder has been less sedentary this 
week as doctors have prodded him to get back on his feet. Today, 
they hoped to get him out of his room so he doesn't become 
depressed by being confined to it. 
Man charged in butcher slaying 
COLUMBUS (AP) - The Wood County, W.Va., prosecutor said 
yesterday that he will delay extradition proceedings for a Columbus 
man who is charged in a 1979 decapitation slaying and linked by 
authorities to the disappearance of an Ohio couple. 
Prosecutor Harry Dietzler said he wants to get more information 
about William Wickline Jr., who was charged Wednesday in the 
butcher-slaying of Charles Morgan Marsh, 34, a construction worker 
from South Carolina. 
Dietzler did say extradition proceedings would begin soon. 
Marsh's body was found in bed in his Parkersburg apartment. He 
was handcuffed and his legs were tied. His chopped-off head was 
found on a night stand. 
The Columbus Dispatch said police suspect Wickline in four other 
dismemberment slayings in central Ohio, but Capt. Antone Lanata 
of the Columbus Police detective squad refused to confirm that 
report. 
Delivery ONLY 
1 coupon per order 
FREE Six Pack of Like 
with any 14" or Larger Pizza 
352-1504 
*■  
Cross Country Ski 
Sales and Rentals 
Bike Storage 
Complete Hockey Pro-Shop 
purceiis Bike Shop 
111E. INSIST (Downtown) 
HMW t 
■■■■»■■■■ MHiiiiiiutiim 
ILAMBDA CHI ALPHA' 
2nd Annual Christmas 
Date Party 1984 
P^COCO 15th Annual Holiday Potluck *[ 
Friday Dec. 14 at 11:30 a.m. 
Off-Campus Student Center Main Lounge 
Sign up in COCO office 
COCO will provide the main dish, beverage and 
place setting. 
Please bring a covered dish, salad, or dessert. 
MOOSE 6 JAMIE 
CRAIG 6 CAROL 
JOE & JANET 
BILLY T. & ANYONE 
POLAR BEAR & SWEET POTATO 
DAGIDY & HIS SNOW BUNNY 
JEFF & RHONDA 
HO & WHOEVER 
FROGGY & ANNETTE 
ROCKY HOLLYWOOD & R.N. KIM 
DAVE 6 DIANE 
ADOLPM&EVA 
ROB 6 LISA 
CHOCK & VrCKI 
STEVE & SHARON 
f 
SANTA & MRS. CLAUSMERKEL 
MATT 2-1363 6 FIRST CALLER 
JOE 2-1363 6 SECOND CALLER 
MARK 6 ANN 
BABY FAYE & CARMELLA 
DOUG & SANDY 
SONNY & AMY 
DAVE & JOANNE 
STEVE & N.J. 
RANDY 6 BUBBLES 
RON & SUSIE 
DON & JACKIE 
SQUID & MRS. FRATERNITY 
CHRIS & LISA 
CHERRY & HAYNE 
EXPERIENCE COUNTS! 
JOIN 
f The Gavel \ 





Pick up Applications at 106 University Hall 
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Taylor not selfish, just a winner 
by Tom Reed 
sports reporter 
Keith Taylor passes the ball to a teammate in Tuesday's game agaist 
his team in scoring with 21 points. 
BG News/Phil Masturzo 
Boston University. Taylor led 
C-Al KJmeaa 
K^nri&tmaA 






••••••<••••••••• Anytime >•••••••••  
1
 Close to all your needs, classes, convenient stores, 
and town. 
Furnished, 2 bedroom apartments renting now for 
summer and fall 
Limited number of roommate postions for the 
semester 
On site management, maintenance and laundry 
facilities. 
1
 All utilities paid except lights 
VISIT OUR MODEL/OFFICE 
505 Clough, Suite B15 
(next to Sterling A Dorsey's) -, 
w w M w Hi H-^*^-.^^— 
HELP! 
UAO   is   looking   for   enthusiastic, 
creative people. 
Are You? 
If so, apply today for 
DIRECTOR OF CABARET 
No previous directing experience necessary. 
Sign up in UAO office by Dec. 14. Applica- 
tions available in UAO office. Call 2-2343 for 
more information. 
I—Sports Cap —. 
Men's Basketball - The basket- 
ball travels to Syracuse for the 
Carrier Classic, and will open 
today against Lamar University 
and play either Syracuse or the 
Maine tomorrow. Times have 
not been announced 
Women's Basketball — The 
women's basketball team host 
Purdue University tonight at 
7:30 and Saginaw Valley tomor- 
row at 7:30. 
Hia critics have said that 
asking Keith Taylor to pass up a 
shot is like asking an elephant to 
pass the peanuts. 
Not only has Taylor been crit- 
icized for shooting too much, but 
also for having a shooting range 
which at times could qualify him 
for the "Half Court Heave." a 
new halftime event where fans 
attempt midcourt shots Tor 
prizes. 
Thus, the 6-2,160-pound senior 
has been portrayed as an indi- 
vidualist who cares about noth- 
ing except bolstering bis own 
statistics. 
But while he takes his share of 
long shots, Taylor doesn't de- 
serve the reputation he's re- 
ceived. Both his teammates and 
coach feel his willingness to 
shoot has been misunderstood. 
"He is not a ball hog," junior 
Brian Miller said. "Keith is the 
best shooter on the team and for 
us to win he's got to shoot." 
Miller has got a point, espe- 
cially considering the Falcons 
lost last season's three top 
scorers to graduation - David 
Jenkins, Colin Irish and Bill 
Faine. 
SO TAYLOB has shouldered a 
ot of the burden of generating 
(he offense. 
Thus far Taylor has pro- 
duced. He has led the Falcons, 2- 
0, in scoring in both games, 
registering 24 points against 
Findlay and 21 versus Boston 
University. 
BG bead coach John Weinert 
said Taylor's first love is not 
shooting, but winning. 
"I have never coached a 
player in my life that wants to 
win more than Keith Taylor," 
said Weinert. "At times he 
wants to win so bad that when he 
shoots he feels he can't miss. 
Many misunderstand that as 
selfishness, but you see it's not." 
Taylor, a native of Detroit, 
has always played on winning 
teams. Besides being part of the 
198243 Mid-American Confer- 
ence championship team, Tay- 
lor led Southwestern High 
School to an 18-3 mark as a 
senior. 
Taylor agrees with Weinert 
about his obsession for winning 
and likes to shoot when the game 
is on the line. 
"Ill do what ever it takes to 
win," Taylor said. "And when it 
comes down to taking the pres- 
sure shot I want to take ft be- 
cause I think can help the team 
win." 
NATURALLY, TAYLOR 
hates to lose and when he daw 
he wants to be left alone. 
"I don't take losing too well," 
he said. "When we lose I don't 
want to talk to anyone, see any- 
one or be around anyone. I guess 
this is where I come off as evil or 
somebody who is not a nice 
guy." 
Unfortunately,   his   attitude 
has caused some to view Taylor 
in a negative light. But, Taylor ■ 
said he doesn't let that affect his 
performance. 
"When you're in the public 
eye, people are going to talk 
about you, but you got to be able 
to handle it," he said. 
Taylor said people's negative 
image of him might stem from 
his unorthodox stlye of play. And 
it started when he was a fresh- 
man. 
"Here I was a big city kid 
coming into a small town with 
my high dribble and unorthodox jumper and they think, 'all he is 
Is some kind of playground ball 
player,' " Taylor said. 
Weinert said because of the 
image Taylor sometimes pro- jects, his talents are overlooked. 
Besides possessing a great shot, 
he is a fine passer. 
"From a team standpoint, 
you gotta' have the guy like 
Keith who is going to spark the 
offense," freshman Anthony 
Robinson said. "He is so unself- 
ish and such a good passer. He 
had some great feeds against 
Boston." 
WHILE HIS name is almost 
always associated with offense, 
Weinert said Taylor's tremen- 
dous quickness makes him an 
outstanding defensive player. 
"He's one of the best on de- 
fense," Weinert said. "He is a 
constant threat to steal the ball. 
But when he goes for a steal, if 
he doesn't get it he's so quick he 
can get right back into posi- 
tion.,? 
Taylor said he prefers playing 
defense, because a big defensive 
play generates the momentum 
tor the offense. 
Taylor exhibited a perfect il- 
lustration of his theory Tuesday 
night. 
With two minutes remaining 
in the first half and BG trailing 
Boston 25-20, Taylor ignited a 
rally when he stole two consec- 
utive passes which both led to 
Falcon baskets. 
Short vacation is lucky for Clark 
CINCINNATI (AP) - Bryan 
Clark might not have landed his 
new job as a reserve quar- 
terback with the Cincinnati 
Bengals if he hadn't decided to 
return home a few days early 
from a siding trip. 
1
 Heel & Sole Shoe Repair 
504 Pearl St. 
(next to Fouts Cleaners) 
4 Shoe care items make GREAT 







• laces • polish • insoles 
surefoot - to avoid slipping 
Tingley Rubber footwear 
for men & women 
Hours: Tues-Fri 9-5:30 pm 















Clark, 24, who quit his skiing 
vacation at Lake Tahoe two 
days ago when he had a thought 
that he should be trying to stay 
in shape for football, returned 
home to find a message that the 
Bengals were urgently trying to 
locate him. He called the Beng- 
als, took a red-eye flight to Cin- 
cinnati and joined the Bengals in 
time for Wednesday's practice 
in a snowstorm to prepare for 
Sunday's game at New Orleans. 
"It's kind of shocking," Clark 
said Wednesday. "I woke up 
yesterday at Lake Tahoe in the 
snow, drove back to San Mateo, 
and now here I am in the snow 
again. It really hasn't sunk in 
yet ... It's kind of a culture 
shock." 
The Bengals signed Clark, a 
free agent released by the San 
Francisco 49ers during the pre- 
season, to be the team's No. 3 
quarterback behind rookie Nor- 
man "Boomer" Esiason and 14- 
year veteran Ken Anderson, 
who is still recovering from a 
separated left, non-throwing 
shoulder. 
BENGALS COACH Sam 
Wyche, knew Clark from the 
days when Wyche was the 49ers' 
quarterback coach. Wyche said 
Clark, a 1982 draft choice of the 
49ers, was familiar with 
Wyche's offensive system. 
Anderson is available to play 
Sunday if needed, Wyche says. 
Wyche, a former National 
Football League quarterback. 
Sicked up Clark at the airport 
Wednesday after Clark's all- 
night flight to Cincinnati and 
immediately began preparing 
him. 
"I repeated half a dozen plays 
to him and Bryan knew them," 
Wyche said. "They were the 
same basic plays we used in San 
Francisco. Plus, I knew Bryan. I 
knew he had been around games 
that had counted." 
Clark took a few snaps from 
center in a snow-plagued prac- 
tice session. He was signed to 
take the roster place of Turk 
Schonert, who suffered a sepa- 
rated right shoulder Sunday 
against the Cleveland Browns 
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Tuesday, Dec. 4. 8 p.m. 
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TAKE SOME TIME 
TO TREAT YOURSELF 
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Located in Kreischer Quad 
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leers finally home 
for more than one 
by Steve Qulnn 
assistant sports editor 
CCHA's leading scorer In Ray 
Staszak. The sophomore from 
Ahhh, home at last. 
Bowling Green's hockey 
team has not hosted a two- 
game series since the season 
opened eight weeks ago 
against Ferris State. Since 
then it has been two-game 
road trips or home-and-nome 
series where BG would at 
least have one road game. 
This weekend the Falcons 
host the University of Illinois- 
Chicago at the Ice Arena to- 
night and tomorrow night at 
"it's been a long time since 
we've played in front of the 
students,'' BG head coach 
Jery York said. "We played 
Michigan State dunne 
(Thanksgiving) break, but I 
can't remember when the last 
time before that was." 
When the Falcons did host 
FSC, they dropped both 
games, 4-2 and 54 in over- 
time. Since then they have 
gone 7-7, winning five of those 
games on foreign ice, includ- 
ing their last three wins (one 
against Michigan State and 
two over Miami). 
Philadel 
corded 1 
PA.   has   re- 
"YOU HAVE to learn how 
to win on the road," York 
said. "It goes that way for 
any squad. It's easy to think 
Sou're going to win at home, 
ut we will have to have a 
good effort to win." 
Nothing could be farther 
from the truth. It used to be 
that games against UIC were 
automatic wins. Last year, 
the Flames won only five 
games, all were conference 
games. 
This year, they have al- 
ready won eight and share 
third place with Ohio State in 
the Central Collegiate Hockey 
Association. They have even 
spent a little time in the 
WMPL/Radio-Coaches Poll 
Top Ten. 
Individually, they have the 
} goals and 15 assists, 
totaling 34 points. Linemate 
and captain Colin Chin holds 
the third spot in the rankings 
with nine goals and 19 assists. 
Chin, however, remains 
questionable for the series as 
he injured his knee in last 
weekend's series against 
MSU. 
"We expect a team like 
Lake Superior to make a 
strong showing," York said. 
"In Chicago, they have made 
a remarkable jump over last 
year. They just have better 
overall team play." 
UIC HAD its share of hard- 
ships last year to overcome. 
Two players suffered the loss 
of their father while Mark 
Nordling died of an aneurysm 
during an early season prac- 
tice. 
While UIC has overcome 
hardships and has proved it- 
self as a scoring threat, they 
still surrender a great deal of 
goals. Their 75 goals rank 
second in the CCHA but, 
they're also ranked eighth in 
goal against with 77. 
If there is a weakness to be 
found in the goals against 
total, it could He in the pen- 
,alty kuiing. Thirty of the z ponents 77 goals have come 
power play situations, a con- 
ference-leading statistic. 
For BG, there will be one 
player change from last 
week's lineup. Mike 
Natyshak will move from de- 
fense to forward, replacing 
Mike McCoullougn, who was 
given the weekend off by 
York, and skate with Andy 
Gribble and Daryn Ferso- 
vich. York will insert Marty 
Foy at defense in Natyshak's 
position. 
Should the Falcons sweep 
the series and second place 
Lake Superior loses both 
games at MSU, they will be in 
a two way tie with LSSC. 
Falcons face tough field in Classic 
by Marc Delph 
sports editor 
Bowling Green's basketball 
team cleared one big hurdle 
Tuesday when they beat Boston 
University, but the race to the 
start of the MAC season is going 
to get tougher. 
This weekend's Carrier Clas- 
sic tournament in Syracuse, 
N.Y. is no exception. 
The Falcons will play a strong 
Lamar Cardinals squad in the 
first game tonight at 9, and play 
either host Syracuse or Maine on 
Saturday. 
The Cardinals are coming off 
a 26-victory season and are cur- 
rently 2-2.LU is led by 6-5 senior 
Jerry Everett, who averaged 
13.5 points per game last season. 
The biggest man on the team, 
and he would be on just about 
any other team in the nation, is 
6-8 284 pound center James 
Gulley. Gulley, a freshman, is 
averaging over 10 ppg and 6.8 
rebounds this season. 
The other starting three con- 
sist of 6-9 sophomore Anthony 
Todd, 6-2 guard James Nance 
and 6-4 guard Karl McCauley. 
IF THE Falcons get past La- 
mar, than they will probably 
play the host Orangemen, who 
are currenlty ranked 12th in the 
nation. 
The biggest reason behind 
SU's ranking is 6-2 sophomore 
guard Dwayne "Pearl'' Wash- 
ington. Washington was an hon- 
orable mention all-America as a 
rookie and was the first fresh- 
man to ever make the first team 
all-Big East squad. The Maine 
Black Bears are 1-1 this season 
and appear to be the weakest 
team In the tourney. They do, 
however, possess a 6-11 center 
that could ive the smaller Fal- 
ons a problem. 
BG is led by senior Keith 
Taylor, who is averaging 22.5 
points and five rebounds per 
game. Taylor was moved from 
his regular wing position to for- 
ward before the BU game and 
adjusted well enough to pump in 
21 points to lead BG to the 67-63 
win. 
New wing Brian Miller, who 
used to be the starting point 
guard, is now at wing and is 
averaging 19 ppg. 
The remainder of the starting 
five consists of new point guard 
senior Al Thomas, freshman Anr 
thony Robinson at forward and 
sophomore Mike Maleske at 
center. 
The Falcons return home 
Dec. 12, to host Akron. 
Bruce denies switching jobs 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - 
Earle Bruce, sixth-ranked Ohio 
State's football coach, says he's 
not interested in the vacant 
coaching job at Missouri, while 
Jim Jones, the Buckeyes' senior 
associate athletic director, isn't 
saying much about a possibility 
of becoming the University of 
Cincinnati athletic director. 
Bruce, who left Iowa State for 
the Ohio State job in 1979, said 
there was no truth to reports 
from Columbia, Mo., that he was 
being mentioned to replace the 
fired Warren Powers at Mis- 
souri. 
McClure honored 
TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) - Bowl- 
ing Green quarterback Brian 
McClure has been named the 
recipient of the 1984 Jefferson 
Trophy, given each year to the 
Most Valuable Player in the 
Mid-American Conference. 
The first junior to receive the 
Jefferson Trophy since its incep- 
tion in 1982, McClure has rewrit- 
ten the Bowling Green and MAC 
season and career passing re- 
cords. 
With a year remaining, he has 
leted 674 of 1,056 passes for 
"I am not a candidate for the 
Job." Bruce said Wednesday 
night. He returns to practice 
today for Ohio State's assign- 
ment against Southern Califor- 
nia in the Rose Bowl. 
Bruce, who is 9-2 this season 
and 56-15 in his six years at Ohio 
State, acknowledged that he did 
discuss the Missouri coaching 
situation with the Big Eight 
school's athletic officials in St. 
Louis last week. The Buckeyes' 
coach says he has been good 
friends with Missouri Athletic 
Director Dave Hart for a long 
time. 
"WE TALKED about the job, 
but not in regard to me," Bruce 
said. 
Powers was fired after 
guiding the Tigers to a 3-7-1 
record in 1984. He was 46-32-3 in 
seven seasons at Missouri. 
Three other coaches, 
Maryland's Bobby Ross, George 
Maclntyre of vanderbilt and 
Wisconsin's Dave McClain, have 
withdrawn their names from 
consideration for the Missouri 
position. 
Jones, 48. was one of the fi- 
nalists for the athletic director's job at Ohio State when Hugh 
•ly m 1 
The university hired Rick Bay 
from Oregon to replace Hind- 
man instead. 
Jones said he has taken part in 
discussions with Cincinnati offi- 
cials searching for a replace- 
ment for Mike McGee, who is 
now athletic director at South- 
ern California. 
"I can only tell you I did not 
apply for the position, that I 
have talked to several people in 
Cincinnati about it and that they 
would know better if I am a 
finalist," Jones said. 
(    Let us help you with your final exams    ) 
Commuter Off-Campus Organization's annual 
Exam Cram Center is open 24 hours daily 
starting Sunday Dec. 16 at 5:00 p.m. 
till Thursday Dec. 20 at 10:00 p.m. 
A controlled study atmosphere will be maintained. 
Refreshments and snacks will be available. 
7,606 yards and 45 touchdowns, 
all MAC KC records. 
TWO 
GREAT 
PIZZAS A GREAT PRICE 
IIA A'II- TOSSED KOr.YlT 
TWO-FKRS PIZZA 
(Deep-Dish Sicilian and Monster'   Pizza available al single prices) 
I   n|o\   our  Hind    I oss.d   Hound  Pizza- 
our dough is made from scratch and 
hand-tossed right before your 
eyea. Rich tomato aauce, 
specially blended cheeses and 
your choice of toppings makes 
this classic pizza a favorite at 
Noble Roman's"  - Now offered 
at these special TWO-FKH'S 
PRICKS! (COt'PONH NOT 
honored on TWO-FER'S) 
V\   \N    \Hl.r   HIH IHNHS   Will    VKHMII Ti, 
1    Tin     ' •■■■' 5.49 
.  iffirr* 
6.48 
.   ."Tfl'V   , 
7.47 .99 11.451 
r»ii 
0" 6.99 8.08 9.17 1.09 13.53 
mi 8.69 9.98 11.27 1.29 16.43 
JU 
IF YOU PLAYED 
CLARINET 
or •T 
£ BASS CLARINET in your high school band, 
WE INVITE YOU TO PLAY IN 
THE UNIVERSITY BANDS SPRING SEMESTER 
Please contact the University Band Office 
at 372-2186 
Or stop by at Room 1010 Moore Musical Arts Center 
for more information 
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Classifieds 
CUSSFH& w PB LM. sue MMU CHAMC ra DAY. sue SPACES Hi L* SC Emu 
rTJ HU TYPE. CUSWB)  OWLAY  m WS Pil Wt   I  HO HCWWTS OUT;   7 H 
*U«M« pa u. mtanm KMML no ows * AWAKCS IT I P H CAmnorr EVHTS 
W W FMT MT HE Of CHMOt SiSUnn AM CSttMB IT WAUI MTE SOIL 
uenwm pucaen totou mo* « THE FMT utmo IYBT one TUESMT. 
CWC. 7. 1964 
The HUMAN SERVICES CLUB «■ nW sown 
on tundey, December l,r«p>N 
Living Center ol Hie Home Ec Btdg A speaker 
from the Children a Resource Center *i 
 b» our gusst Bring i Irtandlll  
CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS 
Attention AMA Member* 
Happy Hours   Torughl 4-7. O.J   5-7   .1 Main 
Street Guests St Door when with a Member 
Be there'  [Btuechlp points) QET INVOLVED 
NOW!  
BQCTM MAKE IT- TAKE IT1 WORKSHOP 
OK 10. 7.30. 112 UFE SCIENCE. COST 




15 yre. experience twin paper*, letters, 
resumes  1-885 2240 ReeeonaUerete* 
■CATC 
Stanley It KspUn Ed   Ctr. 
1550 Seoor Road Toledo 
 HS-S7D1  
Babysmng wanted 
Have experience and reference* 
986-8765  
RUTWES SEWING 1 ALTERATIONS 
Hammng new skirts 5 dresses   Letters sawn 
on. Garments must be clean 352-7268 
TUCKER TYPING > WORD PROCESSING 
A» your typing needs 
Nancy 362-0808 
December 11th la He 
lor the t Boreal prizes 
Buy your tickets now1 PERSONALS 
Everything you ever wanted to know about 
Christian Science 
But ware elreld to ask! 
Hear Waeam Lee at Kobecker Hal 
 Tues Dec  11. 8 pm  
Journalism Makxi and anyone else Inter- 
aasad In writing tor the uso Haaiilimr 
Spring Semester Pick up an application In 
His USO Office 405 Student Service. 12-5 
Htm IHt         
Join the Fltiess Brigade and support Toys For 
Tots  A rhythmic trine** program ol apeoaJty 
choreographed exercise routines wB happen 
Sat. 6 Dae at 11 am, Bayvlew Armory. Toledo 
PRIZES" EXERCISE" FUNII 
Admission 1 new toy or cash donation. For 
more Wo cal 726-2651/2652 or 372-2021 
Journalism   MakHS and   anyone else   Inter- 
ested In  writing  tor  the  USO Newsletter 
Spring Semester pick up an application at 
405 Student Senrices USO Office 12-b 
Mm 1Mt  
lame, Gel up. Stand up 1 Peter Toah. 
Sat Dae 8. 115 Edue-BH.. 7.30. Comm. to 
Commemorate Bob Martey, MSA. TWGA Free 
The Jewleh Students Group conducts Shabbat 
Services every Friday evening at 6:30 pm in 
the Faculty Lounge ol the Student Union Al 
interested students « lacuHy are Invited to 
attend For further information on Jewish activ- 
ities on campus, contact Pro! David Wetvberg. 
211 Warns. 372-2840  
UWC PRESENT* 
FINAL EXAM PREPARATION WEEK 
DEC   4.    6.30-7 00   SELECTING   PREPO- 
SITIONS 
DEC 4, 7:30-8:00 TAMING PUNCTUATION 
DEC   5.   5:30-7 00  ORGANIZING.   DEVEL- 
OPING ESSAYS 
DEC 5.  7:30-8:00 PREPARING 1 WRITING 
ESSAY EXAM 
DEC 6, 5:30-7:00. IMPROVING YOUR SPEL- 
LING 
DEC 6, 7:30-9.00. HOW TO WRITE EFFEC- 
TIVE SENTENCES 
DEC    7.    5:30-7:00,   CREATIVE    EDITING 
PROOFREADING 
DEC 7. 7 30-8 00. TACTICS FOR COPING Wl 
EXAM BLUES 
UP CAIN. PH.D UWC DIRECTOR 
Al workshops  we lake piece al University 
Writing Center 303 Mosetey   372-2221  or 
3722368.  
Oh* yourseH the Ideal Xmea gin- a semes- 
ter In Colorado, Alabama. New York or the 
Virgin lalenda without paying out-of-etate 
leea through NATIONAL STUDENT EX- 
CHANGE! Csll 372-0202 lot Into now! 
LOST «• FOUND 
ACE (STAR) 
HEY KD, TAKE A LISTEN, TELL ME DO U LIKE 
WHAT U HEAR. PURPLE RAIN AND THE 
ROARING JO'S DATE PARTY. AREN'T VOU 
OUU) WE WERE THEREI SLEEPY  
APHA cm CRUSHES 
Under the mistletoe Friday night your i-maa 
crush will be |uat right. See you al Sanaa's, 
and don't be late. 6 30 sharp, and the reel ol 
the night will be greet! Oat eidled tor 
Christmas Crush.  
Airy. Phi Christmas Formal 
Friday Evening 
Decembers, 1884 
PHIS AND DATES-GET READY FOR 
ROMANCE  
Ahvays at Sundanoall 
Long Island lead Tea 
II .SO  
ATTENTION AU YOU SAE'S 
Forget about this Friday! leea 
(tat psyched about our Semi formal 
Without you our data party would be abnor- 
mal. LOVE. YOUR CHM> DATES-  
-Attention- 
Alpha Chi Omega Pledges. Jual wanted to 
remind you of hoar much wa car*. Have a 
great weekend. 
Lee*. The AX Actives  
BARB. THERESE. PEG. AND ROB 
HAPPY FPaTJAYMl 
  Sister Stitcher  
■ETA'S- Thanks tor treating me Hke a 
brother and accepting me. Can't wart to 
pledget The fun ha* only begun- have a sale 
and happy Chrletma*! 
P.M., Qua 
BETH. TODAY IS T DAY WE MADE ITI 
"AH'M JUST SO HAPPAH TA BE HERE!" 
X'S i OS DAVE 
Bet you didn't expect this. "Happy Birthday 
Barker" Droamboat KaieorTT?  
BK) JACKJE Tonight we're •gonno party *xe 
never betorel Payched or What? KO Love and 
mine, Your LI Patty 
BILL KIRKWOOO 
You're the greatest! Thanks tor being my Tahiti 
Sweetie! I had a lerrKIc time Friday nkjhtt Love. 
«■»  
lob and SHI: 
Your pommerette detee Jual can't wall, tor 
Saturday night you will go "under the mletle- 
toa", Get ready. Oat psyched, For It wtH be s 
wHdnlghtl 
Love, Sherry end Venessa 
PS. Not quite es wild as the Alpha Gam dale 
r*SJ»±  
■nan anal Ron, 
Oat ready to party- 20'* style. Your one and 
only KD'* are reedy to get wHdl The ttaake 
are full and the garters era ready, So gat 
excited to spend the night with your iteed- 
LOST PUPPY ON 11-27-84. THAT EVENING 
IN FRONT OF FRAZEE APTS BLACK WITH 
BROWN MARKS ON FACE AND WHITE 
STOMACH HAS BLACK FLEA COLLAR ON F 
FOUND. CALL 354-1267.  
Love ye, Dana > There** 
" KD'SII " 
THIS IS ITIII 
Loat: Leather laying boot keychaavl! If found 
plea** col Juts at 354-6618 
LOST Sever vrriatwatch Frt night ? at Mam St 
Recent birthday present Cel 352-2521 ad 
174 II found REWARD  
Check out our Sale Rack*- Lot* ol good 
Bergalne lor Xmea Jeans NTrwigs 631 Ridge 
Open tonight 1 8:00 
CHI OMEGA CHRISTMAS 
CHI OMEO A CHRISTMAS 
CHI OMEGA CHRISTMAS 
*• 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
ACROSS 
1 Court *«*.' 
5 Jon-Claude 






16 Thu Spaniel. 
17 Tar a trousers 




23 Fountain treats 
25 Magpie 





32 Prone features 
33 Dunes, in Dover 
34 Waeh waicrv 
dog OP 
35 Locker owner 
Jonae 
30 Eminent 
37 Jewish month 
36 Spenserian 
lady 





44 Perry's creator 
45 Betide 
46 Province on 
Yellow River 
48 Son of 
Aphrodite 






56 Basil, *W one 






1 A Reiner et al 
2 Mot place 








6 Kind of trip 
9 Dispatched 
again 
10 Close Dy 
11 - li 
33 Recipient of a 
gift 
36 Peignoir 
37 Egyptian sun 
god 
39 Zoroaetrian 
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48 Earth goddess 










t3 Pen reply 
16 Body's 
framework 





27 Ram forest 
vine 




31  and 
penates 
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•• Chrtelmae Lot! Special" 
You w« get a FREE ladder and 
FREE summer storage II you 
purchase a loft before Jan 6 
For Intormation and to order 
Cat 363-3838 
The Loft Construction a Storage Service 
Christmas Sale 
Falcon Houee 
open n g I Sunday 
140 E. Wooeler 
CM 
Oat payched tor mtaaonl Don't torget those 
•II Love. Barb.   
CossgeMe Chorale 
with Chamber Orcheatra 
Messlsh with Carols 
December g at 3 p.m. 
Kobecker Hen 
Cel 172-0171 lor tickets 
Congretaatltone Alpha Delta PI Newly 
elected Rueh Chairman Pam Morse: A*M- 
Rueh Anne Ahlgren: end Traaeurer Michelle 
Pardham. gaet ol luck In your new ohtcaa. 
CONQRATULATIOHS TO THE FUI QRADUAT- 
NQ SENIORS DAN. DEAN. AND SCOTT. 
GOODLUCK   M   EVERYTHtaQ   YOU   DOI- 
SCOTT  
DAVE EflADSHAW, STEVE MITCHELL. V1NCE 
BLUE. JULIA CAMP. QaNA CAP4JN 
HOW ABOUT ANOTHER AFTEFtHOURS LIKE 
LAST SATURDAY? I REALLY WONDER WHAT 
PEOPLE WOULD HAVE THOUGHT IF ANY- 
ONE HAD WALKED W? 
LOVE.   LINDA  ALIAS  LL.M    PS—  LAND- 
SHARKI LANDSHARKI  
- DaarFaok. 
I'm looking torward to re-rving last year's Chi 
Omega Formal- Hope you are tool 
Love. Chene 
DELTA OAMMA MBTLETOE MADNESS COM- 
MG SATURDAY WHAT A WAY TO BRING IN 
THE HOUDAYSIIII  
Delta' Jell. Mark. I Greg. 
Gel psyched tor a tonkTc. 
WHd t Crazy time" 
Sea ya Friday night! 
Love, your KO detee 
Tammy. Mary « Michel*  
Don end Michael 
We'll be waning under the DO. Mistletoe 
Saturday Nlghtll Good Luck thla weekend 
and heat IIHnoie-Chlcogo. 
Love. Batman end Robin 
Dorothy 
Tommorrow Is your 21 si. I can't wall lo spend 
the day with you. Happy Blrthdayl Love. Brl. 
PS.  Bring  Went  Ctothee (We are going 
North)  
FABtSH- CONGRATS ON YOUR EN- 
GAGEMENT DALES THE BEST- YOU DE- 
SERVE NOTHING LESS I'LL MISS YOU. BIG L 
I L. QAYLE JO  
" KD'SII " 
 THIS 18 ITIII  
QwnmaPhl'e 
Get reedy' Beer end pizza on the house from 
5:30 to 7:30 al Mark* Pizza! See you there! 
INotaal)  
GOLDEN KEY NHS NEW IWalERI: PLEASE 
JOIN US AT THE INITIATION RECEPTION 
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 9, GRAND BALLROOM 
AT 1:00. QUESTS ARE WELCOMEI  
GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY 
NEW laaaawBIt: CHECK YOUR MAJLBOXESI 
GOOSE. Hope you have e GREAT 22ndl 
The "Real Woman" 
HERE'S 
A UNIQUE 
WAY TO WISH 
THOSE HARD TO BUY 
FOR PEOPLE ON YOUR X-MAS LIST 
• ••••••• HAPPY HOLIDAYS  
BO NEWS CHRISTMAS CLASSIFIEDS WILL 
BE FEATURED IN THE LAST FALL EDITION 
' FRIDAY DECEMBER 14 WITH HIGHLIGHTS IN 
'   RED AND GREEN — JUST 80' PER LINE 




4 p-m.  
HoyADP's 
Get reedy to bring In aome holiday cheer wHh 
the beet end laot party ol the M year. The 
Iro'a at aajraa Nu         
Hey Bob B. 
Reedy tor a good time tonight? It may not be 
wine and caraSatght at Chuck Muer's  "BIG 
RED" won't be there But how can we reelsl a 
goodtkno? 
Curie P.8. n try not to run my stockings. 
thay'r* eapanalva you knowl  
HEY LOU, 
DON'T BE A GOON! HAVE A KEEN B—OAY 
AND A HP tgth YEARI —'ARDY MUM PS — 
YOU OWE ME $2 00 FOR THIS DAMN PER 
SONAL 
Hey Zebe Neighbors 
We'l finely get a closer look at each other 
(InMaad ol thru windows!) We can't wait tl our 
boner shorts I bowtie tea Friday. 
The Kappas 
T-SWRTS • * T-SHIRTS ■ • T-SHIRTS 
FOR DORM, PARTIES, ETC. . 
FAST SERVICE. QUALITY, GUARANTEED 
WIZARD GRAPHICS 354-3088 
Holy Raman, 
Knowing that they couldn't get anywhere with 
u*. they had to took tor outer friendly" 
aourcee I'm euro they round them. 
Loyaly, Slater Stodde 
Jen, 
Can l we* to party at that KO roaring 20'* dele 
party I wouldn't take anyone ataa but pleeso 
don't emberress me! 
Your tun (and kaWMdolng) data. Sue  
Joe. hope you have tun Saturday Ngtit! Tonight 
wB be strange without you but who's choice 
was I? I understand > am walling Love ya tons. 
La***  
Jotane, 
Wa survived eeBng the cow and the knife- 
mrowrvj e»rit>tton I crammed the Chnetmaa 
tree end the gorwa m the Sornco end jammed to 
CHAKKA KAHN Vie whole way home  thank* 
lor the wad evening  "Brad"  
Kappa Slge Deve end Marty 
Your KD Detee are ready to party 
Qel payched tor tonight 
We'll all be a ikjM 
The Roaring 20'a win be alt rlghtl 
 Love, Lisa and Monica 
Kappa Slga. 
Enen though this tee's our last Wa know aval It 
wB be a batstl Gat payched tor a good time! 
ThePWMu'e 
Kappa (toe Mart 1 Andy: 
In Juat • tew hour* you'llbe leaving B.O. tor 
the roaring 20'a with your two KD'a. The 
party begin* el has) peat eight   Your neat* 
are tilled and your Detee can't sraltll 
See ye tonight! Patty A Roche!  
Kappe Slg Sterduaters 
Congratuletjorie end Good Luck on your Activa- 
tion thai Sunday'! Don! torget about Happy 
Hours etterwarde 
 Love, the Broe ol Kappa Sigma 
KKQ'a. Thank* lor the help and mtereat Iron 
your rush committee Greet Job The Phi Pels 
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA 
QUOTE OF THE WEEK: 
"TO DRINK. 
OR NOT TO DRINK. 
THAT » THE QUESTION-''  
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA 
STANOAROS OF EXCELLENCE: 
THE 2nd ANNUAL 
CHRISTMAS DATE PARTY 
ASSOCIATE WITH THE BESTI  
IIMBfll CM MERRY CHRISTMAS TO 
OUR DATE. BIOS, AND UTTLESI 
THE HOUOAY SPIRITS WILL 
IE TAPPED ON SATURDAY MONTI  
LINDA MALET7 
He^agrsot 2latarthday OH ya acm 
LORI CLARK. 
CONGRATULATIONS   ON   BEING  ELECTED 
PHI MU VICE PFtES AND PEER ADVTSORI I'M 
HAPPY FOR YOU AND I DO CAREI 
MIKE 
Make •*• year* GREEK WEEK 
the beet ever by corning lo 
the GREEK WEEK SPAGHETTI 
OtNNER Sundey December g 
from 3:00 lo 7:00. Coat a) 
2 50/Advanc*. 2 75/Door 
Hope to see you there!  
Michael Sprenger. Heppy 21al birthday, sweet- 
haartl la my gangster reedy tor tonight? Get 
payched lot a greet Una! Love ya. Man*. 
" KD'tll " 
TUB IS ITIII  
NEED ENTERTAINMENT AT YOUR NEXT SO- 
CIAL EVENT? ASK SHEILA CHAMBERS TO 
SINQ THE PUTKA-OIGI SONG ITS FREE! 
PARTTeV* 
0-2 and 4 9 
Elba cash NOW!' 
Enthu&ieatlc attitudes earning over $400 per 
week plus deity cash bonueoe. 
 Apply 178 w Wooeler  
PHIMU-S 
Come on, grab your bobbi socks and saddle 
shoes and experience the 60'a the Wld way- 
wahuell 
 The Brother* ol Kappe Sigma 
PIKES: 
A weak before finale and what'* there to do? 
But to party wtltl the Alpha Xl'a and down 
lust a tear. Get payched tor Friday night!! 
The SIMera ol Alpha XI 
PC- 
Ask not, are you ready lor ChJo Serra-lormel? 
Bui.  Is Chlo Sorm-lormel ready lor u.' I'm 
payched'Cheryl  
• • RACHEL KING • • 
Pa* champagne at ha* peel five Counting the 
minutes tl the Ume orrtvea lor the greeteel dale 
party n al the atrvj ceuee KD a and lun go he/xl 
In hand. But whatever you do, don't an down 
and I pnamlaa I won't throw my beads around. 
Our data* are so run. we can t go wrong. To 
hel with those boyacout* it's Uma to move 
on So Kiddo. where* your guta? Are we gorme 
heve fun or whet? Kampoul waa wad Ike al the 
reel But thle one wR truly be the best" 
Love ya' Your "Buddy" Tava 
RN 
GET PSYCHED FOR THE 
DATE PARTY TONIGHT! 
LOVE, YOUR CHI-0 DATE 
Rob Barsanteel 
Are you ready tor tonight? WN you'd bettor be 
prepared to have the beat time of your He 
ceuee thla KD* ready to party and dance the 
mght away wan you! See ya toraght! Lort 
Russet BGSU sweats- orange, brown, new 
purple - marry other*, on* tor the hoedaya 
Lake Erie Sport* open tj 8 
Santa Clsus wonI detver you 
A Loft 
But We war 
|CM The Loll ConatrucOon 1 Storage Service 
al 352-3838 to order your* 
SHARI ORSrNELU 
HAVE A OOOO WEEKENOIIII 
MY BAMMA BOUND JAMMA. IT'S BEEN A 
GREAT 8 WEEKS. BUT THE NEXT 16 WILL 
NOT BE THE SAME HAVE FUN NEXT SEMES- 
TER 
TURTLE 
PS. DON'T FORGET TO MEET ME IN FLOR- 
IDA  
Ski btoe. ear muffs, gjovas, down veet* 
wide selection now « 
 Lake Erie Sport* ■ Open M 8  
124-Get psyched tor the AXO Oirtetmea Cruehi 
Shoe 9-29 my Ma ha* taken on new meaning 
Each day mere a> aonvaOwig more to took 
torward to. I WUL LOVE YOU— "FOR THE 
LONGEST TIME" PS. Too bad wa don't have 
the Honda tonight but once we rat the "bub- 
bfee" who cereal  
GMAT-GRE-LSAT 
aim •tssr .-jr.^. 
Stocking Shiners 
at  the   Falcon   Houee    Ear  Muffa.   sweets. 
Rsgwood glovee, scarts A hats. Much more 
Open mi Sunday       
Sundance Present*" 
1/2 price appetizers 
Every Sun-Thurs   lOpm-lem  
The etetare ot AJpne XI Desu would atato 
roneranalasa Kethy Relcherl and Todd Evana 
en their Alpha XI Derte-Slgma Alpha Epalton 
Lone, your XI alaHra 
TO CM OMEOA SEM FORMAL DATE*. 
Let's toast the) Cnrletmee year 
With aome bubbay rioMey cheer 
Tonight youl drink 1 dance under the MHttotoe 
Al a Ctvnolrnaa gm Irom your lavonte CM 0 
Toffee**, Donamic, Jell end Dalai 
Your Phi Mu date* met cannot wait tor an Ok) 
Feshioned Romance with our PI Kapp data*. So 
get psyched to do It up right with (Krlaten, Jenl, 
Tracy and *jiei)Tommorrow rsflhtl  
TO UL- MICHELLE, CONGRATS ON PASSING 
KD NATIONAL EXAM I HAD NO DOUBTS 
ABOUT ITI WITH LOTS OF KD LOVE. YOUR 
BIG. BHENDA  
To my areas Anne and Suzy. Goodkick thla 
weekend wNh Initiation and Activation! I know 
you wB do anal Lota of tone. Baa Tarnrny 
TO OUR ALPHA CM DATES- GET READY 
TO PARTY WITH "THE" BEST ON FRIDAY 
NsOHTI RICH. aVXMBDt. CRAIG, BOB, JEFF- 
DET READY TO CELEBRATEI ' 
LOVE. LISA. MARY, BOMA, KAREN A DEBBIE 
... mo ... 
COME  VOICE  YOUR OPINIONS  I  IDEAS. 
UNOERORADUATE STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
I EVERY TUESDAY AT 7:10 IN 112 LIFE 
f YOU NEED Ut. USE US! 
VIC (H.B.), 
HAPPY B—OAY! EVEN THOUGH WE JOKE. 
YOU REALLY MEAN A LOT TO ME. THANKS. 
LOVE. VIRGIL P S WHERE THE HELL WERE 
YOUMON tJOHT?  
VWI Our New Wine Shop 
J.T.'s Carry-Out 406 Tranbn Open Deny 12- 
1  Sunday 12-12.  
Who   wM   be   your   Alpha   CM   Christmas 
CrusbTrlll  
Your source for sport* introduces Eklelon's 
new oversize racquetbel racquet   Great new 
gut ideei Lake Erie Sport*- Open B 8  
•• KD'SII " 
 THIS IS ITIII  
GOVERNMENT JOBS »18.55»»50.553/yeer 
Now hiring. Your area. 
CM 1 805-887-6000 E»t R-9849  
Any sophomore Buaavaea Majors wfang to 
trade one or two T/R Btailneaa courses for 
MWF Business courses Please cel Michel* al 
372-3200. 
UAO ■ looking lor 
A CABARET DIRECTOR 
Cat 372-2343 
Are you ■ starving arttat In need ol Ctvtetmaa 
St. I need a protralt done In charcoal Cat 354- 
8946  
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
WOULD UKE TO CONGRATULATE BRK3E TTE 
WENSINGER AND GAREN TERSIGNI ON 
THEIR LAVAUERIWQI CONGRATULATIONS 
Roommete needed lor Spring Sam. Oas. neet. 
water   pd.   VERY  REASONABLE    Close   to 
campus CMI 354-8288  
F. roommate needed spring semester, 
$118 75 mo, ubTttee Induded Cel 354- 
8011.  
T-BHRTS • • T-SHIRTS * * T-SHIRTS 
FOR DORM. PARTIES, ETC. 
FAST SERVICE. QUALITY. GUARANTEED 
WIZARO GRAPHICS. 364 3096 
SSS 
Paying 15* a pound tor aluminum Pop and Bear 
can*. BG Jayceee Recydng Canter. Poe Rd. 
(By me Airport)  Open Sat. Dec. 8 and 22 
9.00-2:00 For aodWonal kilo Cal 352-5448 
Collect Cena and gat eaeh. 
Planning a party lor 
Ihahoidaye? 
Let Deenedelto a cator II 
or have II here 
CeHorrmee 
352-4883 
TACO SALAD 2.50 
at DaVENEDETTOS ITaco Meat. 
Cheddar cneeee. tometoee. 
Nacho chips, and lettuce) 
Mode with our own In houee 
dressing FREE DELIVERY 
362-4663 
WANTED 
Mete roommete needed lor Spring Semeeter 
Microwave, daahwaahar, color TV wBt Cable 
and much more. $100 per month plus electric. 
Cal 354-7564 for 
Wanted: One nonsmoking lemate to ehare large 
one bedroom furrvehed epertment Spring 
Semeeter  $162.60/mo Indud**: ga* heat. 
water, treeh piok up. cabat TV. Cat 
Carolyn 354-8962 tor more Ho.  
WANTED: 2 F ROOMMATES FOR SPRteO 
SEM. MCE APT.. CLOSE TO CAMPUS, f 
UTERESTED PHONE 354-8860 
male toommele, 2nd A High. All 
utHfllee and cable paid. Oreat Roommetea, 
great lotarboir; 120-OQnvKi. I»4eat4. 
ONE OR TWO FEMALE ROOatAUTES 
NEEDED FOR SPRING SEMESTER. CLOSE 
TO CAMPUS. CALL 3544538 FOR 
IW0*aelATI0N  
3 Oat* need lounaiaate. Comer ol Filth t Elm 
tor Spring Semeeter   Cal ua anytime   364- 
6383  
1 mala rmte needed $126 paja ektct. 
Landtord pays heat. Own room, unfum 
Aval now tor spring swn 300 Nepotaon Rd. 
Apt A2 354-6268 * 
Need 1 male to ehare apartrnent 2nd semeeter. 
112 60 par month plua uaMea 3 raoa room- 
mesae 2 beoroorna. 2 bathe pel 364-8164 
WANTED:  F  roomie In  houee acroee Irom 
Rodger*  Own bedroom  $100 pka utaWee 
,354-6181  
^Roommate needed for Sprirv^Sumrner 
Apt Comer ol S Coaage A Napoleon. 
near drive-ami. nsaaonabt*. Cal Don 
or Demon 354-8141. 
Female Roommete needed opting semeeter 
face large apartment- ha* ffnspface. Very tnev- 
ponarve. Cal 384-8133. 
MALE ROOMMATE: FOR ISM PLUS ELEC- 
TRICITY FOR SPRING (CM.. YOU CAN SUeV 
LEA8E A GREAT APARTMENT, CALL CHM 
WIH1E. 
aamaalai. Butt Apartment*. Ctooo to campua 
Cal W4-77M. A*k tor Bath or Keren 
One lemale needed to subteese anarp apt . lor 
2nd aem Own bedroom, compl rurraahad 
LkaMae nauded Only 130/mo Cal 354- 
7888. 
Female roommate needed to aubleaae apart- 
merit tor spring semester Located vary dose 
lo campua In new ouMng. 354-7677. 
Female roommate to share 2 bdrm apt wHh only 
t otter. Large, turrashed and dean apartment 
87307 earn ptue *aht». Cal Bert 364-7689. 
WANTED FEMALE ROOMMATE FOR ONE- 
BEDROOM APART. NEXT SEM $160VYno. 
PLUS LIGHTS (or beet orler) 10 MIN WALK 
TO CAMPUS CALL 354-5689 
M  Rmmt Needed 
450.00 per earn 
Cal 354-3080 
TWO ROOMMATES NEEDED IMMEDIATELY 
FOR E WOOSTER RESIDENCY FEMALE 
NON SMOKERS CALL NOW 354-1318 
"•orrnei M roorr*rnaM rweaax) 
for apring temeeler (93 pka utdtlea 
on Frazee Ave Cal 364-8028 
Female rc»ae»iaate needed to eubleeeo apt. 
vary race apt, cloee lo cempua, $110 a 
month. Call 352-7171. 
1 I roommate needed lor large 3 person apt. 
$136 paja *ght» CM Sue 352-8258. 
1 male roonvnato lor Spring 
Uraveralty Courta 
       Cal Dave 352-1052 
HELP WANTED 
Edttorlel tvplat needed tor BG Havre. Must be 
tr— asm to 1 pm Thursdays. Proficient typing 
Mill, required, pravtou* VDT experience 
preferred, but not neeeeeery. Apply at atu- 
FOR SALE 
OVt*. plant*, much mtac at the Art, Book, i 
Craft and New-to-you sale UCF. Corner ol 
Rtdge and Thurstln Tnur*. and Fit. Bam to 
8pm. Sal. 10am to 3pm.  
LOFT FOR SALE 
BEST OFFER CALL 
RAY AT 25593 
College ol Art* and Science* ha* tor sale to 
atudawl organization*, depertmerruechool 
offices the toltowlng office tumHure (chair*, 
etc): heavy-duty hand punch, free-stsndlng 
plantara. and smoking receptaclea. For 
lurther Information plaeae oontact 
Laura Davlaaea ($72-2017),  
Dual 5 bend EO $30 00. Mono 6 Input rm«er 
$30.00. 1) Carded MkVPhona plug cord 
$12.00: 2) Omniotrect Mica/ Cap/ Phone plug 
cord- $2000 each 1) 80-200 zoom F4.5 
Lane- Pent*. Mount- $70.00. Called 
372-0405 or 354-1282 
CAMERA For sale Canon AE-t. 60 mm. 400 
mm tone, and trtped MUST SELL, beet otter. 
cal Ron .tier 6 p.m. 364-8277.  
1973 evIPALA - RUNS WEIL. JUST NEEDS A 
MUFFLER AM-FM CASSETTE DECK BEST 
OFFER 354-7338. 
FOR SALE 
Coaage  can't afford to  fix  car  only  minor 
probleme with heeler   1979 AMC. good conct- 
•on $1000 or beat offer  CM Carolyn 364- 
3484. 
1974 Dodge Dart, rune wel. ctsan Interior 
A Meal M $300 Musi tea" 
 CM Rich at 354-1657 
1980 Fetbbtt 
AM -FM stereo exceesnl corxttion 
      $2400. 354-1159 
1980 Grand Prix. E-calanl condition AM—FM 
Stereo casset. AIR. T-Top. spoked wheats CM 
1538902 
FOR RENT 
One Female Roommsts needed lor Spring 
semester $132.60 mo LlbHes Included CM 
353-1643 
LUXURIOUS EFFICIENCY APT. FOR RENT 
SPRING SEMESTER. JUST ONE BLOCK 
FROM CAMPUS, sigo INCLUDES AU UTILI- 
TIES. SMALL, BUT PRIVATE, NEW FRIDGE. 
BUT NO STOVE. CAN USE HOT PLATE, OR 
EAT ON CAMPUS. HALF FURNISHED COR- 
NER OF N. COLLEGE AND FRAZEE. A LOB 
SHOT FROM TENNIS COURTS. CALL 2-2801 
AND ASK FOR MAKE IF I'M NOT THERE 
LEAVE NAME AMD NUMBER. 
Two lemale roommate* needed to there tour 
person apt. tor spring semester Rant at 
$118 75 par person CM Tern 354-8928 
Roommetea needed- apring semester Greet 
location 1/2 Mock from cempua Please cat 
354-8376. 
Roommetes needed- Spring Semeeter. Greet 
Location- 1/2 block Irom campus. Please CM 
354 6376 
One lemale needed to subteese nice apt. 
Own bedroom, good price. 
  Cal Lias at 154-7*81. 
Female roommete needed tor Spring Sam. CM 
354-7595 for more Intormation 
3 lun gala need 4th tor Spring semeeter Heven 
Houee Apia. VERY dose to campus 
He rale 354-7504. 
Need 1 or 2 mate roornmalaa for Spring 
Semeeler $106 26. 6 mm from campus CM 
364-7151 
Roommate for apring semester needed. Good 
Ivtng condition* $117 50/mo Com* see et 
465B S Enterprise attar 1:30 pm CM after 
6:30 pm 354-6023 
Vlage Green Apartrnenta accepting leeeee lor 
Spring A FM **m*ator* CM between 12:00 
and 6:00 pm 364-3533. 
LUXURIOUSLY turn. I bedroom apt. cloee to 
cempua need. 1 lemale roommete for apring 
IIMimr. ONLY $125 per month PICK UP 
PHONE and eal 154-1M7. 
2 lemale roommetea deeperatory needed for 
spring semester Great location! If ntereeted, 
PLEASE CM 352-7966 
~ . 1 2 feme* students to fl apt* 2nd 
semeeter near campua tor Ut or more Informe- 
tkm CM 362-7386.  
RENTING FOR 1M5-M YEAR 
Two bdrm., turn, apt Heel, sailer and cable 
IV.   hook-op paid by owner.   I5l0/pecaonl4 
people. Good location! Cal 112-7112. Ask tor 
Apt for rent thai Spring Two bedroom, turn 
apt Heel, weler and cable I v paid for Laundry 
tacBaea. parking lot end bfce storage provided 
$640/aarna*ter/w/4 persona. CM 362-7182. 
aakkxRIch         
2/3 bdrm houee for rant rnmadlelely. 
or 2nd **m Partial utaMea 
362-6992 Keep trying 
Large 3 bedroom apt. LMng room, dining room. 
Idfcnan. front and back porchea Aval Now-CM 
hktwtovs lAaravjernenl, 362-5820 
1 bdrm. unfum carpeted apt. Vary clean and 
neat AvM 2nd semester CM Newtovo Mgmt 
362 5620.  
Steeoeig room* avM. Fum A unfum. AvM 2nd 
•emaaasr Neat A oaten CM Newtovo Mgmt 
362-6820 
PRrVATE SLEEPING ROOMS 
$PPJNQ SEMESTER 
Prhssa Entrance t Bath. Alt utntUee paid. 
BEST  WESTERN  FALCON   PLAZA  Acreee 
freaa llerahmen- Cat) 1S1-4B71 
lor Spring lame over. 
N 4 way*, CM Jatf or 
edto 
eon. apt. Only $100 per month ptoa electric. 
Imisi WWzlOlwmOCaaiMII 
Houses 1 Apertrnenta 
dose to campua tor 86-68 
school year 1-287-3341 
2 bedroom apartment a'oaahla on 3rd Street 
CM 362-4380 
1 
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'A Christmas Carol' - p.4 
Top singles, LPs - p.7 
'Twas the Night' - p.18 
■Wg=iVl^SWT 
yJId-U'a&hloned    Muletide QSaraainA 
can  he found in 
GRAND RAPIDS 
OHIO 
(juit 20 minutes    Weil of vjouilinq  (jreen aXT\ 
A quaint Victorian 
restaurant and saloon 
nestled in the heart of a 
scenic canal town. 
•4* 
The Apple Tree is your place for the areas nicest selection of small antiques 
and rouniry things. Great collection of Christmas decorations & ornaments 
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' . AROUND  ^ 
*i CORNER 
BeaverSt. 
II block from Kerr Hoase) 
HOURS: Toe, Wed, & Sat 




LOUISE JOHNSON SAYS 
come and enjoy 
works by area 
craftsmen. 
8320117 
Mon-Sat 10 to 6 Sun Moon-6 
olde gilead 
Country Store 
"Brimming with sights, smells, 
warmth, and nostalgia of a by- 
gone era rich In a 90 year hlsto- 
rial tradition." 
■*»-T>anl0k>SJ0S»lliot    Fit 4 Sal anas** aaai MO 
luSe* DLCLcoUWo* 
Come see our 
Christmas holiday novelties 
and fine chocolates. 
Special Orders:832-3181 




Another Man's Treasure 
Trail West Trade Goods & Antiquities 
Tonjes Treasures, Ltd. 
•Antiques & collectibles, colonial crafts, 
reproductions, handmade gifts & doll clothes. 
Open Mon-Sun 12-5 
w 
VISIT
 Shades of Distinction 
Specializing!n FOR A UNIQUE GIFT 
. Designer Lampshades # Unusual   Accessories 
.Lighting .Collectibles   .Gifts 
. Mon-Sat 10 to 5      Sun 12-5   Front St. „ 
i 
TM BG Mm Magizlne- 
Rapids of Grandeur 
Although It takes a fraction ot a second to travel through downtown 
Grand Rapids, it will take several hours or even days to examine 
each treasured country scene on the Maumee riverfront. 
Light on the strings 
Guitarist Mick Payne and his mellow tunes provide escape, relaxa- 
tion and a break from the bar scene. 
,6 
Christmas in a foreign country 
This year, foreign exchange students won't be coming home for the 
holidays. Home is far overseas, and that means spending Christmas 
In a strange land, but one that Is sure to be white! 
.8 
The life setting of a president, restored 
Rutherford B. Hayes, the 19th president, left his fortune In Fremont 
where his diary and treasured pieces from his life remain on his 
estate, almost exactly as he left them. 
.9 
Termination 
The word certainly doesn't describe Arnold Schwarzenegger's 
acting career In his debut film. 
.12 
No car, no time, but money is plenty 
Weft, not quite, but for those who have saved enough for gifts, there Is 
a guide for convenient ways to spend the 18 remaining shopping 
days. 
.14 
Santa Claus is coming to town 
He'll be here tomorrow afternoon from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. taking your 
requests in his Main Street cottage. 
.16 
The street scene Is that ot an antique store, a cafe and a general coutnry store, 
(below). The small shops line the coast ot Maumee River in Grand Rapids. 
Pen and Ink drawings of Grand Rapids storefronts by Doug DeWItt, senior graphic 
design major from Flndlay, Ohio   See story, page 5. 
Emir 
Marcella Grande 





Friday magazine is a weekly publication of The BG News, 106 University Hal, Bowling 
Green State University, Bowling Green, Ohio 43403. 
-Correction- 
In last Friday's magazine, it was incorrectly stated where the group Proof of Utah 
produced their atoum The album was produced with the use of facilities from the 






Mon.-Wed 4 p.m.-2 am. 
Thurs-Sat. 11 a.m.-3 a.m. 
Sun. 1 p.m.-2 a.m. 
Guaranteed 30 minutes 
or less delivery from the 
TM     time you place the order. 
Count on it! 
Our drivers carry less 
than $20.00 
Lmitod delivery irta. 
•1984 Domino's Pizza. Inc. 
Fast, Free Delivery™ 





II your pizza does not 
arrive within 30 minutes, 
present this coupon to 
the driver tor S3.00 oft 
your pizza. 
One coupon per pizza. 
No coupon necessary 
Feet, Free Delivery 
1616 E Wooster 
352-1538 
€ 
Dickens' classic tale: 
'A Christmas Carol' 
by Hugh A. Mulligan 
AP Special Corespondent 
On Christinas morning, 1843, in a 
rundown factory district of London, a 
window suddenly flew up in the sec- 
ond-floor Oat of a drab brick building 
otherwise occupied only by a few 
scraggy offices and a wine mer- 
chant's cellar. 
"What's today?" cried the lone 
tenant to a small boy in the street 
below. 
"Today? Why, Christmas Day." 
"Christmas Day," exulted the wan- 
cheeked, needle-nosed old man at the 
window. "I haven't missed it after 
all." 
Ebeneezer Scrooge, fiction's most 
famous regenerate villain, had come 
to terms with Christmas and had 
not missed it after all. 
At almost the same 
hour on that very same 
morning in a more re- 
spectable section of Lon- 
don known as Regent's Park, 
an upstairs window flew open 
in the neat red-brick dwelling 
that stood at No. 1 Devonshire 
Terrace. A fair, smiling young 
man leaned out to greet the post- 
man. 
His name was Charles Dickens and 
he had not missed Christmas either. 
The morning mail brought the jubi- 
lant news that "A Christmas Carol," 
the ever-delightful chronicle of 
Scrooge's ghostly conversion, had 
sold out all 6,000 copies on its first day 
of publication and a second and third 
edition already were on the presses. 
The bearer of these glad tidings 
was rewarded with "a glass of whisky 
and a cheery blessing." The recipient 
rewarded himself by celebrating the 
remainder of the Christmas season in 
a bubbling, boisterous fashion that 
would have once again set to "wink- 
ing" the amazingly agile toes of old 
Mr. Fezziwig. 
Like Scrooge reborn, Dickens felt 
FfWAY ■uMrMon'Andra. km 
"light as a feather, happy to be 
anangel, merry as a schoolboy, giddy 
as a drunken man." At 31, with little 
formal schooling, but with "Pickwick 
Papers," "Oliver Twist," "Nicholas 
Nickelby," "Old Curiosity Shop" and 
"Bamaby Rudge" already behind 
him, he was at the height of his 
creative powers. 
And although be didn't realize it- 
then, this versatile writer, who 
yearned all his life to be a great actor, 
had just penned a masterpiece in 
miniature. 
"The Carol," as Dickens always 
referred to it, was written in less than 
a month, to satisfy his creditors. He 
was deeply in debt. 
The idea for a ghost story about 
Christmas first occurred to him in a 
railway carriage en route to Manches- 
ter for a speech in mid-October. The 
Sot fascinated him, but the writing 
d not come easily. 
The numerous strikeouts, crossov- 
ers and margin jottings in the original 
manuscript, which is put on display 
every Christmas season in New 
York's Pierpont Morgan Library, in- 
• See Dickens, page 23. 
St&k** St &ten*^ 
\Et Cetera offers: 
off any 
one item 
Coupon valid on non-sale items only—not 
valid on previous sales or previous lay- 
aways. Expires 12-21-84 
SPECIAL IN-STORE APPAREL MARKDOWNSH 
LARGE JEWELRY SELECTION 
FREE GIFT BOXES WITH PURCHASE 
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE 
113 Railroad Street 
BG   352-8130 
Hours: Mon-Fri 10-8 
SatlO-6 
Sun 12-5 
St Getvio,^ St &Un*,^ 
Small town on the Maumee 
bustles with country antiquity 
by Marcello Grande  
Historically, small towns do not 
have the reputations for attracting 
tourists, especially towns of 900 or so. 
But the village of Grand Rapids - 25 
miles west of Bowling Green - has 
built up such a popular reputation that 
it is no longer confused with Grand 
Rapids, Mien. 
Just over the crest of the Maumee 
River front, a string of shops on Front 
Street looks to be ages old with a Wil- 
"Well, look at this," he discovered. 
"Someone took the key to this one. and 
those are hard to get," he said, admir- 
ing the rosewood framework of a 
mantle clock. 
"But I run like the devil to get these 
antiques," Johnson said."I used to not 
care for them, but my wife has never 
let any of her old things go, so I 
started to like them, too.*T 
Although the shop has been open 
only three years, Johnson said it has 
been enlarged four times, despite 
competition from several other an- 
Ralph Johnson, co-owner of Nan-tiques 
depression glass In his spacious shop. 
liamsburg-like appearance. However, 
many of the shops are newly estab- 
lished as a result of the efforts to 
remodel Grand Rapids. 
Audrey Entennman, co-owner of 
Olde Gilead Country Store with hus- 
band Don, said the building Gilead's 
has been around for 90 years, but 
served as a hardware store during the 
frontier area, when the village was 
known as Gilead. 
Now the store, with its hollow 
wooden floors, takes on the preserved 
appearance of the turn of the century. 
Rows of jars are filled with candies 
such as fireballs, sour balls, holly 
mix, rainbow jawbreakers and rich 
chocolates - the kind of candy Nellie 
Olson used to snitch. 
Exploring the refurbished shops 
down Front Street, a window of white 
plaster casts and the outpouring 
aroma of freshly molded pottery wifl 
make any ceramic artist backtrack 
and browse in Vollmar's ceramics. 
Bernard VoUmar, owner of the shop 
with his wife and daughter who teach 
ceramics, claims his shop is "the 
largest ceramics supply outlet in a 
100-mile radius." 
"We have about 15,000 molds " Vol- 
lmar said, opening rooms, hidden 
closets and even bathrooms filled 
beyond capacity with stacks of molds. 
Capping off the end of shops on one 
side of Front Street is Nan-tiques, an 
antique shop owned by Ralph and 
Nancy Johnson. 
Inside, Mr. Johnson wound the old- 
fashioned clocks hanging throughout 
the spacious store. 
FWOAY/P** YodHl (2) 
on Front Stree, explains the nostalgia of 
tique stores lining the village center. 
Hie Johnsons moved to Grand Rap- 
ids nine years ago after living in New 
York City for many years. 
"Can you imagine that? After living 
in the city, we come to a town with 
only 900 people. My wife loves it 
here," Johnson said. 
An oak table with clawfeet legs 
displays detailed pink and green de- 
pression glass along with topaze car- 
nival glass. Against the wall leans a 
dismantled door with detailed carv- 
ings and hand-beveled glass that 
couldn't be acquired "for all the 
money in China, according to John- 
son. 
Across the street is The Chocolate 
Mouse. It would be a mortal sin for 
any serious believer in fitness and 
nutrition to walk into this shop. 
Phoebe Lemcool, owner and opera- 
tor of the Mouse, (and that is not 
Mousse), is having her candy-dipping 
elves work the nigntshift. 
"They go home for dinner and I 
need them right back," she said. 
Lemcool runs from room to room in 
a tizzy of excitement about her choco- 
late Christmas venture. 
"This is so much fun. I mean I 
dream this stuff, right, Martha?" 
Lemcool said, looking to one of her 
workers who was dipping peanut but- 
ter cups. 
It takes Lemcool and her workers 
hours to dip and decorate their choco- 
lates with different colors. These can- 
dies have Santa Claus faces with 
white chocolate faces and red choco- 
late hats. 
Pat Kryder. employee at Gilead's, scoops some red fireballs from one of the 
many candy jars, for a customer. 
"You know, a black woman came in 
here and said, 'I bet you don't nave a 
black Santa Claus.' Well I was disap- 
pointed because we were all sold out, 
but I can't wait until she comes back 
'cause look," Lemcool said, pointing 
to a row of chocolate Santas with 
black chocolate faces. 
There is a chocolate mouse included 
in every box of candy Lemcool pre- 
pares. 
"We put one in every box. Every- 
body always thinks we misspelled the 
name and says it should be Chocolate 
Mousse. But I got the idea from a 
wooden mouse mat I cherish. During 
the World War 11, my friend and I 
couldn't afford to exchange gifts, so 
we got each other a little something 
for a dollar. She gave me a wooden 
mouse with rhinestone eyes and 
leather ears and tail. That mouse has 
hung on my Christmas tree for 42 
years. Now I'm going to have it en- 
cased in glass," Lemcool said. 
In the middle of the line of shops along 
the riverside is LaRoe's Restaurant 
and Girty's backstage Dinner The- 
ater. After a pleasant meal, patrons 
can enjoy a Charlen Dickens' classic 
called Mugby Junction." The actors 
and actresses are all from Bowling 
Green. Three of them are music ma- jors at the University, including a 
graduate student in music. 
A New England light is shed upon 
the village with Shades of Distinction, 
a shop that sells shades with slit 
that look like Chinese paper 
Owner Kathleen Costanza 
Jit the "cut-and-pierce" design 
technique from Maine to Grand Rap- 
ids just four years ago. 
Besides the shops, Grand Rapids is a 
scenic town with its portside hills, 
quaint historical landmarks ana 
bomestyle atmosphere. At Christmas- 
time, the village takes on a special 
meaning as the villagers remember 
the days when it was a struggle to get 
their residence on a map. Now, things 
are much different. The nicest part of 
the miniature colonial place Is that 
tourists and sightseers need not go all 
the way to Michigan to see Grand 
Rapids. 
To get from Bowling Green to 
Grand Rapids, take W. WoosterSt. to 
Raskins Road and fork to the right. 
Turn left on Kellogg Road and travel 
10miles until Kellogg dead ends at the 
Maumee River, turn left on U.S. 
Route SS (River Road), and lust 
around the comer is Grand Rapids. 
Singer Mick Payne eases the pressure 
with "Acoustic Favorites from the Past" 
TUNING IN 
by Barb Colnor 
The uptown bar scene can become 
hectic and tiresome with the long, 
winding lines, loud rock music and 
noisy, chaotic atmosphere. Many peo- 
ple may welcome a change of pace - a 
chance to sit and relax in a quiet 
atmosphere and listen to the mellow 
tunes of singer Mick Payne. 
Payne, a 29-year-old criminal jus- 
tice major at the University, plays 
selections from James Taylor, Neil 
Young, the Beatles, the Kinks, Jimmy 
Buffet and Eric Clapton. 
He calls his show at DiBenedetto's, 
1432 E. Wooster St, "Acoustic Favor- 
ites from the Past." 
On Thursday and Friday nights 
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m., Payne enter- 
tains with songs from the '60s and 70s 
spiced with requests from the audi- 
ence. 
"Hi! How ya doin' tonight?" Mick 
greets some of his regular listeners. 
Payne is very personable and enjoys 
meeting new people. He seems to 
relate well to his college-age audi- 
ence. 
"Play some Margaritaville," a 
voice from the audience requests. 
"Hell know it's us. We always ask for 
that song." 
In addition to the audience's favor- 
ites, Payne has a repertoire of origi- 
nals from which to entertain. 
"The important thing is that a song 
has to mean something. Each one 
says something about me," said 
Payne, who expresses himself before 
the audience with his guitar and his 
deep, melodic voice, which somewhat 
resembles that of Cleveland's Michael 
Stanley. 
Incorporated  throughout  Payne's 
show is the "New Talent Night." This 
is when a person from the crowd is 
allowed to go on stage and show his 
special talent. Of the "new talent" 
discoveries, there have been good 
imitators of Bruce Springsteen and 
David Bowie, and even a stand-up 
comic. Payne doesn't seem to mind 
"sharing the limelight" with these 
local stars. 
Payne occasionally includes sing-a- 
longs in his show. The audience has 
been known to join him in choruses 
from "The Beverly Hillbillies" and 
the "Gilligan's Island" theme song. 
Payne caters to his audience, espe- 
cially the regular "family crowd.'' 
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Calico, Sage, and Thyme has an Incredible Selection of Bears 
•Bear Towels 'Bear Cookie Cutters 'Bear Christmas Cards 
•Bear Ornaments *Dakin Plush Bear *Bear Bags or Boxes 
•Wrapping Paper & Gift Tags with Bear Motifs 
•Teddy Bear Shaped Soaps, Pencils, Mugs, 
Tins and Wooden Bear Baskets 
ALSO: Christmas Ornaments, Wreaths, 
Bear Stocking Sniffers and Ribbon. 
352-5417 
Hours:Mon.- Sat. 10 to 5 p.m. 
Friday Evenings until 8 p.m. 
       Sun. 1-5 p.m. (thru December) 
: The Charts: HOT SINGLES l."Out of Touch" Darjrt Hall & John (MM 2."Wake Me Up Before You Go-Go' 
Wham 
3."I Feel For You" Chaka Khan 7."Sea of Love" Honeydrippers 
4."The WUd Boys" Duran Duran 8."Penny Lover" Lionel Richie 
5."A11  Through  the  Night"  Cyndl 9."Cool It Now" New Edition 
Lamer 10."We Belong" Pat Benatar 
6"No More Lonely Nights" Paul Mc- TOP LP'S 
Cartney 1."Purple Rain" Prince tc The Revo- 
Billboard Magazine's 
Top Tens 
lution (Warner Bros. )-Platinum 
2."Born   in   the   U.S.A."   Bruce 
Springsteen (Columbia)-Platinum 
3."Pnvate Dancer" Tina Turner (Ca- 
Sitol)-Platinum 
"Volume One" Honeydrippers (Es 
=7 'rwiliciilir 7. 1 
paranza) 
5. "Big Bam Boom" Daryl Hall ft John 
Oatei (RCA) 
6."The Woman in Red1 Soundtrack" 
Stevie Wocder (Motown )-PIaOnmn 
7."Can't Slow Down" Lionel Richie 
(Motown)-PIa tinum 
8. "Sports" Huey Lewis ft The News 
(Chrysalis )-Platinum 
9."Arena" Duran Duran (Capitol) 
10."Like a Virgin" Madonna (Sire) 




SOFTWARE, HARDWARE & SUPPLIES AT 
REASONABLE PRICES (call or write!) 
APPLIED TECHNETRONICS 
P.O. BOX 146 
CYGNET. OH 4S41S 
Nov. & Dec. Specials 
1 419-655-2253 
j 6 pni-10 pm Mon-Frl 
i     10 »m-5 pa Sal 
(UulCaU traalG) 
I DAVY JONES LOCKER PET STORE Present This Coupon-Good Thru Dec. 21 
$1.00 OFF ANY HAMSTER, GUINEA PIG. OR TARANTULA 
$3.00 OFF ALL PARAKEETS 
10X OFF ANY AQUARIUM HOOD OR BIRD CAGE 
$1.00 OFF ANY PENN PLAX AQUARIUM ACTION FIGURE 
50- OFF ANY AQUARIUM CERAMIC ROADSIGN 
1 DOZEN GOLDFISH FOR $1.75 
Buy 1 GOLDFISH AT REGULAR PRICE GET ONE FREE 
/ / / / M / >* 
178 S. Main 
DOWNTOWN BG 
(Not Valid With 
Any Other Offer) 
SEASON'S 
GREETINGS 
-CUP & SAVE- 
OPEN 7 DAYS 
354-1885 
Attention 
BGSU STUDENTS -1 
S   Be sure to stop by your$ 
^Bowling Green Kroger StoreJ 
^for all you last minute Holi-^ 
[day party needs. 
Merry Christmas   j| 
Annual Christmas Concert 
IJfcssfc* 
Parti 




Ivan Trusler, conductor 
Vincent Corrigan, harpsichord 
Preceded by carols from the Women's Chorus 
Tickets available at the Box Office or 
from any Chorale member. 
Special benefit concert ticket prices: SIO, 
8, 6, 4 to support the Chorale European 
Tour 
1096 N. Main    352-4683  1 
Moore Musical Arts Center 
Kobacker Hall 
December 9 at 3:00 p.m. 
■ '■ ■IIIW ■■■■■■—II 
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//ome away from home is BG, for some 
by Paulo Wethington     with two balls," said Sasami. A tradi-   considered over until "Theofania" B 
tional Japanese snowman often uses   occurs. Tbeofania is comoarable to D _ _   . 
The spirit of Christmas can be felt 
worldwide, so it's been said. Now it 
must be proven - throgh the eves of 
the University's international stu- 
dents that come from all over the 
world to study in the United States. 
Some of the traditions that Ameri- 
cans hold dear, such as snow, pre- 
sents, decorated trees and Santa 
Claus, may be different from how 
other people celebrate Christmas. By 
the same token, it is merely how we 
celebrate the holiday, not the holiday 
itself, that separates Americans from 
most other people. 
Japanese student Tamami Sasama, 
senior sociology major, said that the 
Japanese New Year s Day is a more 
eyous celebration than Christmas, 
reeling cards are sent on both holi- 
days, but New Year's cards are larger 
and more enchanting than Christmas 
cards. 
In grade school, Sasama remem- 
bers having to pick a slip of paper out 
of a box every day during the holiday 
season. The slip had good deeds writ 
ten on it, and if the deed is performed, 
the student places a piece of hay into 
another special box. During 
Christmas Eve church services, the 
box of hay is presented by the school 
children to show how they have pre- 
pared for Christmas. 
But the major difference between 
Christmas in Japan and Christmas in 
America seems to be one of snow. 
"In Japan, it does not snow until 
December, and then in many parts of 
the country, the snow is very muddy," 
Sasama said. "Here, I was surprised 
that the snow stayed for two days 
when it snowed in November." 
Sasama laughs at American snow- 
men. 
"In Japan, a snowman is only made 
l i i
an upside-down bucket for a hat as 
well, she added. 
For Christmas this year, Sasami 
plans to experience Christmas Cali- 
fornia-style when she heads for the 
west coast to visit friends. . 
On the Greek island of Cyprus, 
Christina Nicolau, sophomore graphic 
design major, celebrates three holi- 
days: Christmas, New Year's Day, 
and a seven-day holiday celebrating 
Jesus' christening, called "Theofa- 
nia." 
Back home. Nicolau helps to "make 
the bouse look happy" with balloons. 
Her familygoes sightseeing and shop- 
ping on Christmas Eve, when the 
shops are open very late. Afterwards, 
the family opens gifts under a tree. 
On Christinas morning, the Nicolau 
family gets up at 6 a.m. to go to 
church and visit relatives. 
She will celebrate this Christmas 
with her brother and several other 
students from her country who are 
studying in the United States. 
Christmas Day is also a special day 
for those named after "Ayios Vasi- 
lis," or Santa Claus. It is their "name 
day" and so those people often cele- 
brate by receiving visits from their 
friends. 
— 
til   
h p | 
the Catholic Feast of the Epiphany. 
One international student wno never 
saw snow until last month is Sutha 
Shan, a freshman computer science 
major who is originally from Sri I 
Lanka, but has lived in several other 
African countries. This year, she will 
spend the holidays with her aunt in 
Columbus. 
Shan said that her family usually 
celebrates Christmas according to the 
traditions of the country they are in at 
the time. This includes Santa Claus, or 
Christinas Father, as he is sometimes 
called in Africa. 
"I don't see that much difference 
between how Christmas is celebrated 
here and how it is celebrated in other 
countries," she said. 
In America, Shan admires the 
Christmas decorations in the stores. 
$*fu*iL }U<C 
past 10 years or so," Hamameh said. 
But here in America, Christmas is 
too commercialized. People forget the 
meaning of Christmas and think 'Oh, 
it's just presents.'?" 
Helou sourfully remembers tradi- 
tions from her country's past. 
"Before the war in Lebanon," she 
said, "everything would be decorated 
in Beirut an entire month before 
Christmas. You couldn't tell between 
day and night because of all the lights 
that were on." 
In Jordan, Christmas Day is for 
visits. Children spend the entire morn- 
ing going house to house dressed in 
.fOXMEtvA 
i   iV.     in -  
"It gets everybody in the Christmas 
mood," she said. But Christmas deco- 
rations in the stores do not mean extra 
money spent: 
"My family does not buy expensive 
presents for each other," Shan said. 
- ■        -   •  >        .     -        . 
On New Year's Day, a special cake is 
baked with a coin inside the batter. 
"When the cake is done, the first 
piece is set aside for either Jesus or 
the house," Christina said. "Then the 
pieces are passed out to the oldest 
person first. The person who bites into 
the coin is considered the lucky person 
for the coniing year," she said. 
The holiday season in Cyprus is not 
Hala Helou, freshman architecture 
student from Lebanon, and Hanada 
Hamameh, graduate business admin- 
istration student from Jordan, noticed 
a few changes in how Christmas used 
to be celebrated in their home coun- 
tries from how it is celebrated now. 
"In my country, we traditionally 
give money for Christmas. Giving 
presents has only occurred within the 
their finest clothes and receive money 
or sweets from their hosts. In the 
afternoon, they go to the movies or 
buy candy while parents take turns 
going house to house. 
Christmas for both Hamameh and 
Helou always means spotless homes, 
special songs, decorated trees, stuffed 
turkey, afternoon services and visits 
from Papa Noel, or Santa Claus. The 
presents from Santa are sometimes 
placed under children's pillows. 
Both Middle East students agree 
that New Year's Eve is the only night 
that people can get into their cars and 
speed in the city without being 
stopped by police. 
'They tried to stop the speeders a 
few years ago, but couldn't, Hamar- 
neh said. Helou summed up New 
Year's Eve in the Middle East, saying 
"We go crazy!" 
Paula Wethington is a freshman 
pre-joumaiism major from Fremont, 
Ohio. 
DORSEYS DRUGS 




COLOR FILM DEVELOPING 
AND PRINTING 
12-15-24 36 
EXPOSURE I' 10.126.3SMM OR DISC I C-41 FILM ONLY 
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LOVE IS ALIVE 
ALL BIRDS — 10-30% off 
BIRD CAGES — 15% off 
BABY GERBILS — $1.99 
reg. $2.99 
small deposit will hold until Christmas. 
"sign up for our Christmas raffia 
- drawing December 20. 
M«II«-_M-. <___„«-_* Oi^ 
by Dan Lelte 
Many students living east of Bowl- 
ing Green have seen the "R.B. Hayes 
Presidential" signs along the high- 
ways near Fremont. But few know 
about our 19th U.S. president and his 
life in Ohio as well as in the White 
House. 
The Center is a jubilant setting that 
recaptures the spirit of Rutherford B. 
Hayes. The 62-year-old museum show- 
cases Hayes' life from the days of his 
service in the Civil War to his term as 
president. 
Before presiding from 1877 to 1881, 
Haves was a three-time governor of 
Ohio and was the second of seven 
Ohioans to preside in the White House. 
In 1881, he and his wife Lucy returned 
from the White House to Fremont 
where their home was and still is 
known as Spiegal Grove. 
The 25-acre estate concealed by 
towering oaks was first acquired in 
1846 by Hayes' uncle, Sardis Birchard. 
Sally Oaubel, employee at the cen- 
ter, said "Mr. Haves' Uncle Sardis 
chose the name Spiegal Grove be- 
cause he was enthralled by reflecting 
pools of water which collected at the 
grounds after a rainstorm. 'Spiegal' is 
German for 'mirror.' Thus the name 
Spiegal Grove." 
Hayes Center is elegant array 
of presidential memoirs 
The residence of President Rutherford B. 
of the Hayes' 25-acre estate in Fremont, . 
Hayes, "Spiegal Qrove." sits on part 
Since his death in 1893, the Grove has 
housed three succeeding generations 
until 1966, the year the Grove was 
opened to the public. 
The spacious estate is enclosed by 
Decorations are placed throughout the Hayes estate during the holiday season, as 
the Grove takes on charm of a beautiful town. 
the shining, black iron gates which 
surrounded the White House during 
Hayes' term. 
A network of trails wind throughout 
the estate and often are used by Jog- 
gers or those exploring the grounds. 
The most famous trail is the half-mile 
long Old Sandusky-Scioto trail, a path 
was used during the War of 1812 and 
once was part of the famous Indian 
trail which ran from Lake Erie to the 
Ohio River. 
Also of interest is the simple yet 
majestic granite tomb of President 
Hayes and his wife on the south end of 
the Grove property. 
Hayes' Victorian mansion has been 
home to Hayes' descendants for 100 
years. Today, the four-story mansion 
contains 33 rooms (nine of which are 
bedrooms) and IS fireplaces. The Red 
Parlor, the Dining Room and the 
Drawing Room are of particular no- 
tice. 
Joanne Ebert, a tour guide at the 
Center, said that Hayes took his Presi- 
dential Oath of Office in the Red Room 
of the White House in 1877. 
"The president was so impressed by 
the Red Room of the White House that 
be installed the Red Parlor in his own 
home to remember the occasion," 
Ebert said. Hayes had the furniture in 
this room upholstered in red. 
The solid, cherrywood (lining table 
seats up to 24 people, and its bevelled 
window glass gives off a sparkling 
rainbow of colors on a sunny day. 
Portraits of George and Martha 
Washington adorn the walls of the 
dining room. 
A giant floor-to-ceiling painting of 
President Hayes is the most captivat- 
ing item in the drawing room. It is 
accompanied by a large painting of 
Webb C. Hayes, the president's eldest 
son. 
During the holiday season, various 
decorations are placed throughout the 
estate. The Grove then portrays the 
charm of a beautiful, sparkling town 
out of the Charles Dickens classic, "A 
Christmas Story." 
The Hayes library, the first presi- 
dential library in the United States, 
contains 60,000 volumes, 50,000 photo- 
graphs and many of President Hayes' 
diaries. Its vast assortment of re- 
sources is very helpful in locating 
historical facts concerning the life- 
style of the late 1800s and early 1900s. 
Daubel said from Dec. 26 to 31, the 
residence will be open and free to the 
public. On Dec. 27, a "Victorian" 
night of music will be featured inside 
the mansion after 44 dinner guests 
travel the Grove by horse-drawn car- 
riage and attend a dinner in the man- 
sion's dining room. Guests are invited 
by the Hayes Foundation, but dinner 
costs $25 per couple. The money is 
donated to the Haves Foundation, 
which is jointly funded by the Hayes 
Foundation and the Ohio Historical 
Society. 
The Rutherford B. Hayes Presi- 
dential Center offers a chance to ex- 
plore the past history of one of Ohio's 
most famous citizens. The cost of the 
tours of the mansion and the museum- 
/library is $1.50 for each tour for 
adults, and you can call (419) 332-2081 
for more information. The center is 
open all year except for holidays. 
Dan Lelte is a junior broadcast 
Journalism major from Fremont. 
The Copy Shop 
117 E. Orart 
354-4068 
Printing & Imprinting 
Large Trophy Display 
• Table Tents • Resumes • Posters 
•Flyers •BusinessCards 
■■■ BOB ■"■"■ 
Private Party 
Downtown 136 S. Main 
352-2595 
Featuring: 
Nick Beat & The Beatnicks 
Fri., December 14, 1984 
8:30 p.m. Reisling Room 
Buy your tickets now! 
Tickets available at Kaufman's 
Sale 1t99 
Par Four* oxford shirt 
Beg tit. Classic button- 
down m plaids and stripes Cot- 
Ion polyester Men's S.M.L.XL 
Sale 21.99 
Par Four- slack* 
Reg. t2t. Belted ttannel 
slacks of polyester acrylic 
rayon Men s sizes 30 to 42 
Save 20% 
Join the Hunt Club - 
for shirts, jeant! 
Cotton shirt sports super- 
size pockets Stonewash 
tapered cotton denim leans 
have pleat front Junior 
sizes S to 15 
Shirt. Reg $20 Sale 1i 89 
Jeans. Reg $25 Sale 1S.M 
Save 20% on all other |unior 
shins and leans in store 
Sale 3.37 
Lupo Activewear' brief 
Rtg. 4.50. A distinctive 
designer look with the Lupo 
signature. Full brief with fly 
front, in the hottest solid 
colors Comfortable 
poly ester/cotton stretch 
knit Men's sizes S.M.L.XL 
These, and other designer 
underwear tor men at 25% off 
20% off 
All women's robes. 
The gift of warmth. 
Sale 23.20 Reg $29 
Trapunto trim makes this 
long zip-front robe a truly 
elegant gift Acetate/ 
polyester fleece in lush 
solid colors Sizes 
XS.S.M.L Just one example 
of the 20% savings on all 
women's robes in store 
JCPenney 
136 S. Main • Bowling Gresn 
——■ 
Payne plays 
(Continued from page 6) 
Payne has an audience that keeps 
coming back for more. Why? 
Leim Cadigan, graduate student in 
education, said it is because "it's fun 
to watch a singer who lives and 
breathes his music." 
Also, Payne's music is a welcome 
change from the dime-store juke-box 
pop music today's society is accus- 
"I like him a lot because he's live 
music," said senior theater major 
Doug Welch. "There's not many 
places you can find live entertain- 
ment" 
Payne himself said, "It is more an 
atmosphere in general." The soft 
lights, the food and the music combine 
to bring the restaurant a comfortable, 
relaxed atmosphere. 
Barb Colnar is a Junior public rela- 
tions major from OlmstedFalls, Ohio. MICK PAYNE FRIDAYThwiM ( 
SALE PRICES 
ALL DAY — FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
Save 
to 30% ©off 
When you care enough to give a special gift, 
give a gift from ... 
I #ft0tErer's-(£laiiieitx 
$ anil | Bin ffia&u'H uJuieeba 
Better Traditional Clothing and Sportswear 
For Men and Women 
- FREf GIFT WRAPPING - 
101 NORTH MAIN. DOWNTOWN BOWIINC GRIEN 
nwar 7.11 m 
HAPPY HOLIDAYS   ^ 












FOR ALL YOUR PARTY NEEDS! 
434 E. WOOSTER IN THE D.Q. BLDG. 
COLD 24 RETURNABLES, 
KING KEGS, BEER BALLS, WINE, IMPORTS 
Frito Lay 
POTATO CHIPS 
2 litre PEPSI 







Would Like To Show 
Their Appreciation For A Great Year 
By Extending These Holiday Specials 
"From all of us, Have a Very 
& Merry Christmas^ 















Mistletoe, Planters, Arrangements, Christmas Balloons. 
Place FTD Ori$tmu Orders Now! 
_ 
Post offs-Miller Lite 12 
p        pk   cans,   Bud   12   pk 
Krffl cans,   Olympia   12   pk 
Tie*>^     cans,   Michelob   6   pk 
NRs, Old Milwaukee 6 
pk cans,  Lowenbrau 6 
.     pk NRs,  Miller 12 pk 
NRs, Miller 6 pk NRs 
I,   MYLES 









2 FREE Like with 9" pizza 
Coupon Expires 12/22/84 
4 FREE Like with 12" pizza 
Coupon Expires 12/22/84 
6 FREE Like with 14" pizza 
Coupon Expires 12/22/84 
8 FREE Like with 16" pizza 









by Chris Fofon 
RICK 
Movie critics, like any group of 
isolated semi-specialists, long ago de- 
veloped a language of their own, filled 
with catch phrases and buzzwords 
to be witty and crisply in- 
Meaningful   phrases   like 
Gripping!" and "'One of the year's 
best!'' and "A must-see!" Utter news- 
paper movie listings like stalled cars 
on a snowbound highway. 
"The Terminator," the futuristic 
thriller starring Arnold Schwarzeneg- 
ger as a robotic assassin, has drawn 
its share of critical cliches. As the top 
box-office film in the country for more 
than two weeks - in the middle of 
Hollywood's big holiday release 
schedule - "The Terminator" caught 
most reviewers with their superla- 
tives down. Extended for another 
Praise is just beginning 
for 'The Terminator' 
week the Stadium Cinema, the movie 
simply could be the best new film to 
blast Its way into Bowling Green this 
semester. 
The Terminator (Schwarzenegger), 
is a Cyborg sent from the barren 
wastelands of post-Apocalypse Los 
Angeles (the year 2029, to be exact) 
into the present to kill the woman who 
will become the mother of the resis- 
tance leader in the future - sort of a 
pre-emptive strike. Kyle Reese (Mi- 
chael Biehn), one of the best soldiers 
the underground has, is sent into the 
past to stop the Cyborg and to protect 
the woman, Sarah Connor (Linda 
Hamilton). 
The kicker is that, in the futuristic 
dustbowl of 2029 A.D., it's the comput- 
ers and machines that are fighting to 
maintain supremacy over the small 
but tough human revolutionaries. It 
seems that, in a few years, the defense 
rim-controlling computers will re- 
it is not the Russians or Chinese 
or Americans who are the threat, but 
humanity itself. 
The Terminator, a robot covered in 
living human flesh, is sent into the 
present-day world as a kind of macho 
Trojan Horse. But, unlike the ancient 
Greeks, this warrior has no pretense 
of presenting gifts. Equipped with an 
armory of laser-sighted pistols and 
machine guns, the Terminator cuts a 
brutal swath through anything and 
anyone who stands in his way. 
• See Terminator, page 21. 
Ttw» Terminator 
I by James Cameron 
I by James Cameron with Gale 
sHunl 
I '....„ ZMichaelKehn 
I Connor .Linda Hamilton 
. Trailer Paul Wtafleld 




The Ladies of The Arrangement would 
like to show their appreciation to B.G.S. U. for 
a super year by offering 20% off your choice of 
Manicures, Pedicures, Facials, Make-up Demos, Waxes, Haircoloring, Permanent Waving, Weavings, 
Sculptured Nails, Haircuts. 
352-4101 352-4143 
'  / 
Fritar E3i 
m<k»~*< 
Join Us in Ringing in 
the Holiday Season 
M   10% OFF 
viP- All Guest Checks 
*> 
Serving Hours 
Monday - Friday 
4:15 - 6 p.m. 
■ 
There's always someone who is 
hard to buy for, and every Christmas 
that someone ends up getting some- 
thing they really hate - like a mallard 
duck lint brush. With only 18 days left 
before Christmas and finals running 
until Dec. 21. many students will have 
to do their shopping in town. Despite 
the fact that the proposal to build a 
mall was defeated, there are some 
quaint little shops in BG. For exam- 
ple, there is... 
Rudolph's - Bowling Green's only 
Sear-round Christmas shop. The shop 
1 Courtyard Square at 1064 S. Main 
St carries close to 1,000 ornaments 
and a wide selection of handcrafted 
stockings, needlecraft, stenciling and 
nativity scene figures. Prices on gifts 
range anywhere from $S for small, 
hand-blown glass figures to $90 for a 
handmade   wooden   rocking   horse. 
*   M    t 





A -LITE- » 
* "BUtz for Finals" J 
r Christmas Party J 
T       Wed., Dec. 12 
Live Broadcast 
Starts at 8 p.m. 
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IN SOWING CHIN. 
OUMMMI   . 
Attention shoppers! 
Hours are 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday 
through Saturday. 
Country Roads: Another new shop 
in town is Country Roads, which spe- 
cializes in Crabtree & Evelyn bath 
products, neighbors Rudolph's in 
Courtyard Square, 1064 S. Main. The 
store carries a wide variety of pot- 
pourri, jams and teas that range from 
$3 to $15. In the Crabtree 4 Evelyn 
collection are elegant toiletries, per- 
fumes, bath gels and oils along with 
novelty scented soaps. Hours are 10 
a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Satur- 
day, with extended hours on Thursday 
until   8   p.m.    The   week   before 
A"    V. 4r*:-    ^|§ 
Handblown glasses and "bird" swizzle 
sticks are among the gifts available at 
Currents. Glasses: $4 to »5. Hand-made 
stirrers: »2. Atomizer: »10. 
Christmas, Country Roads will be 
open until 8 p.m. 
Something Extra: For those who 
prefer to make their own holiday gifts, 
Something Extra, 190 S. Main St. 
(inside the Mini-Mall), specializes in 
the craft making of cross-stitch and 
stencil works. The shop seems to say, 
"Make your own and save" with kits 
for wallhangings and tree ornaments. 
To be even more original, Some- 
thing Extra has craft guides in hand- 
crafting cross-stitched wallhangings. 
Prices range from 10 cents for small 
supplies like needles, to $30 or more 
for supplies used in making furniture, 
breadboxes and stools. 
Hours are 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. on 
Monday, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Tuesday 
through Thursday, and 10 a.m. to 3 






TO COME SEE THEIR 
BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS 
GIFTS!! 
70 S. Main 
r,m**+,+,**M» M K*X 
352-6775 
m\! IUW  »l-kL 
Calico, Sage and Thyme: Display- 
ing an array of hand-made crafts, 
Calico, Sage and Thyme, at 115 Clay 
St., is an ideal place to shop for the 
naturalist. Many of the hand-made 
crafts are in the form of Jewelry 
(earrings and pins), stuffed animals 
and cross-stitched and wooden tree 
ornaments. Anything that belongs in 
the kitchen can be found here, espe- 
cially assorted cookie cutters, wicker 
baskets and dried flower arrange- 
ments. 
Prices range from 10 cents for small 
items like stickers and gift tags to $40 
for embossed pictures or pewter 
crafts. Hours are 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Monday through Thursday, 10 a.m. to 
Pottery, handmade in Defiance, is 
among the gifts for sale at Ru- 
dolph's. Christmas bells: $3.50. Prices 
for other pottery range to $28 for 
large pieces. 
8 p.m. Friday, and, during the month 
of December, hours are expanded to 
include Sunday, 1 to 5 p.m. 
Carol's Country House: Carol's 
Country House at 118 E. Oak St. is 
turning into more of a craft store than 
an antique store now that Christmas is 
approaching. Owner Carolyn Nutter 
displays crewel stitch pillows in an old 
trunk in a corner of her shop. Snoopy 
pillows and red gingerbread cushion 
dolls are exhibited amidst an old chest 
of drawers, a pair of calf-high leather 
pioneer boots and her father's butter 
churn. Hours are 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Monday through Friday. 
Currents:For those who adore gifts 
that no one else has, Currents, 126 E. 
Wooster St., is the ideal place to find 
one of those bizarre but uniquely 
elaborate gifts. The store's merchan- 
dise is made by Univesity art students 
or other area craftspeople. Opaque 
vases with pink pastels and orchid 
hues give the boutique a modern touch 
of class. The elegant wine glasses and 
metal crafted Jewelry are starting 
rumors around town. Currents' hours 
are 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. Monday through 
Saturday and noon to 6 p.m. Sundays. 
The French Knot: If you have a 
time and a desire to be creative, a trip 
to The French Knot could solve a few 
of your holiday shopping needs. The 
French Knot, a craft shop that spe- 
cializes in stitchery supplies and kits, 
is located at 109 S. Main and carries a 
wide variety of craft kits including the 
new Precious Moments needlepoint 
and latch hook rug kits. 
The shop also carries wood letters, 
paddles and greek symbols. Hours 10 
a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Tuesday, Wednes- 
day, Thursday and Saturday, and 
from 10 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. on Monday 
and Friday, and noon to 5 p.m. on 
Sundays. 
W-B Leather: The problem of shop- 
ping for the leather buffs on your 
Christmas list can be taken care of 
with a stop at W-B Leather. The store, 
at 190 S. Main St., (in the Mini-Mall), 
carries handcrafted belts, purses and 
wallets and leather-making kits for 
making wallets, keyrings and even 
moccasins. These kits cost between 98 
cents for the keyring kit to $12 for the 
moccasins. The store also carries 
complete leather-making tool kits 
costing 850. One of the owners, Mr. 
Bateson. custom-makes leather goods 
like his belts that range in price from 
'7.1 
$19 for a handmade one to $30 for one 
that is fully crafted. W-B leather is 
open 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through 
Thursday, 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. Friday 
and Saturday, and during the 
Christmas season, hours have been 
extended to include Sundays from 
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•:•:£  «c»wd F. Celeste. Governor 
H  Ohio Department 01 Natural Resources 
TWO NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTIONS FOR YOU... 
THANK YOU 
for the litter cleanups- 
Alpha Tau Omega 
Delta Tau Delta 
Theta Chi 
Environmental Interest Group 
Ujtff 
In*** 
Office of Litter Control j 
LI Gov Myrt H  Shoemaker. Director J 
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City Santa portrays hero, 
teaches joy, kindness to kids 
by Tracey Batdori 
Parents who put their children on 
Santa's lap never really wonder what 
the person is like who is beneath the 
beard, red suit and pillow belly. All 
being with them," Carstensen said. 
Carstensen, an employee at Rax 
restaurant, a student at Owens Tech- 
nical College in Toledo and a church 
volunteer, feels that Christmas is 
commercialized, and that the concept 
"Santa Is a hero. He represents the good In 
society. A child who Is exposed to Joy and 
kindness Is Influenced by that... If you can't be 
kind to children, you might as well hang It up..." 
- Santa Claus 
that matters is that the children be- 
lieve it is Santa Claus. 
When 21-year-old Bowling Green 
resident Paul Carstensen fills the 
Santa suit, he also seems to believe he 
is Santa. And the children further 
reinforce his beliefs. 
"The main part of it is, I really 
enjoy the kids. I enjoy working and 
One of Santa's hardest requests came from 6-year-old Brandy Haas, daughter 
of Mr & Mrs. Gary and Sally Haas of Bowling Green, who asked Santa to bring 
her a baby sister for Christmas. 
of Santa steers away from that repu- 
tation. 
"Santa is a hero. He represents the 
6ood in society. A child who is exposed 
> joy and kindness is influenced by 
that and can look back. If you can't be 
kind to children, you might as well 
hang it up. because they won't be able 
to pass that (kindness) along," he 
said. 
According to Carstensen, most of 
the kids this year are asking for 
Cabbage Patch dolls, He-Man, Mas- 
ters of the Universe, Care Bears and 
computers. The "older" kids have 
requests that are a bit harder to 
promise, he said. 
"The adults have asked for Tom 
The latest 
eye fashions from 
Merle Norman 
Introducing Eye Fantasy. 
Eighteen luscious colors from 
our Silky Shadows ensemble. 
With a handy mirror and 
two sponge applicators. 




collection (a $47 valuel 
is just $12.SO with any 
$9.SO cosmetics purchase. 
But it's only available 
November IS through 
December 31, 1984, while 
supplies last. So hurry over, your 
Merle Norman Beauty Advisor 
will help turn your eye mCDI C rVWnftA' 
fantasies into reality. | ICI\LC I ■Vsfvl I 
Personalized Skin Care and Makeup 
Holiday Hours 
Monday & Thursday 10:00 to 8:00 
Tuesday, Wednesday, & Friday 10:00 to 6:30 
Saturday 10:00 to 5:00 
188 South Main St. 
in Mini Mall 
Bowling Green, OH 
phone: 352-7060 
Selleck or Christie Brinkley - a hard 
order to fill, but I tell them I'll do my 
best." 
Carstensen has had some memora- 
ble experiences playing Santa, but one 
in particular stands out. 
"One of the cutest 4-year-old girls 
came charging up to me and she said, 
'I'm Sara.' And she gave me a big hug 
and a kiss. All of a sudden she started 
to cry. She calmed down and after a 
while, she said, 'I'm so glad you didn't 
set me down when I started to cry. I'm 
not crying because I'm sad. I'm cry- 
ing because I'm so glad to see you. I 
was afraid if I cried, you wouldn't 
bring me anything for Christmas.' " 
Unlike Sara, some of the children 
never regain their composure, and 
Carstensen must confront the real 
challenge of his Job. 
"Little kids see you through the 
door and their eyes light up. Some 
start to cry and they won't come to 
me. That's'hard to deal with. You feel 
for the kid. I usually give them a 
candy cane and then everything's all 
right," he said. 
Carstensen sees himself as Santa 
through the eyes of children, and this 
quality is what binds a rappport be- 
tween him and his customers. 
"Kids are used to seeing Santa in 
cartoons and picture books. They 
come in here and think, 'Oh wow' and 
actually see Santa moving and talk- 
ing. Kids are used to no one but their 
parents and family. 'Santa wears a 
red suit, but who is he?' they think. 
Psychologically, they haven't reached 
the age of logical reasoning." 
Carstensen is a veteran Santa 
Claus. Before his days as a street- 
comer Santa, he bought a Santa suit, 
and ran ads in newspapers charging 
$20 a visit and $50 if ft was Christmas 
Eve or Christmas Day. 
Does Carstensen believe in St 
Nick? 
"I believe in him, or else I wouldn't 
be sitting here." he said. 
Children and children-at-neart can 
have their pictures taken with Santa 
on Saturday from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. 
Along with Santa, the city is giving 
horse and carraige rides down Main 
Street from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. There is 
no charge for (be ride. 
Trace/ Batdori is a freshman pre- 




 Quick and Easy-to-Do Kits 
An inspiration to make 
- an exceptional gift 









Largo selection one of a kind. 
Stye Jratiil Knot 
CRAFTS 6 NEEDLEWORK 
Downtown Bowling Green 
We have lots of 
"Merry Christmas" 
ideas for you at 
THE
 LITTLE SHOP 
Located in the University Union 
Open 8-4:45 Monday thru Friday 
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You Must Present This Ad 
20% OFF 
ON QUALITY STEREO 
1-WEEK ONLY 




ALL STEREO COMPONENTS, MUSIC SYSTEMS AND 
CAR STEREOS ARE ON  SALE FOR 1 WEEK ONLY. 
These are not special purchased products. These are 
not just demos. These are our everyday high quality, 
factory fresh, new stereo components. This is your 
one chance to buy stereo components and furniture that 
you normally never see discounted. At 20% off these 
are great values especially when you receive TWICE 
the normal factory warranty. 
NEW AUDIO CRAFT CUSTOMER BENEFIT.   WE DOUBLE THE THE ON ALL FACTORY 
WARRANTIES.    RAINCHECKS IF NOT IN STOCK 
% audio craft 
The Professional Audio Stores Since 1954 
TOLEDO irarara i^v**^ FINDLAY 
5206 Monroe Street J PJ^M 334 South Main Street 
885-3547 ^^™ lS"^^' 424-1191 
Store Hours: Toledo Weekdays Noon-9 PM; Sat. 9:30 AM-5:30 PM 
Findlay Weekdays II AM-8 PM; Sat. 9:30 AM-5:30 PM 
—— ——I 
A Visit 
From St Olscamp 
by Nick Rombes 
'Twas the week before Christmas, 
when all through BG, 
Not   a   student   was   stirring,   or 
watching T.V. 
The stockings were pacing all over the 
place, 
In hopes that exams would be easy to 
face. 
The students were studying all snug at 
their desks, 
With visions of home and not of their 
And my girl in her nightie and I with 
my StrolTs, 
Had just settled down with hot pizza 
from Domino's. 
When out by the library such a ruckus 
was made, 
I sprang from my bunk thinking, 
"panty raid?" 
Away to the window I flew with my 
beer, 
In hopes that Brother Jed wouldn't be 
near. 
When what to my drooping eyes 
should appear, 
But Dr. Paul Olscamp driving seven 
Chinese reindeer. 
like the little old driver so lively and 
quick, 
He   carried   our   presents,   which 
weren't very thick. 
More rapid than Falcons his coursers 
they came, 
He chuckled with glee as he called 
them by name: 
"Now Bursar, now Admissions, now 
Drop/Add - to your stations, 
On Financial Aid, on Loans, on Work 
Study, on Probation! 
To the top of the library, to the top of 
Kohl Half, 
Dash away to Mac, dash away to 
McFall." 
And then in a twinkling I heard 
Olscamp moan, 
"I brought you your presents... now 
that I'm home." 
As I drew in my head and stumbled 
around, 
Down the hall Olscamp came, with a 
leap and a bound. 
He   was   dressed   like   Bruce 
Springsteen, in his jeans and his 
boots, 
With an orange and brown jacket, not 
one of his usual suits. 
A bundle of "goodies" he had stuffed 
in his backpack. 
I cant think of a good rhyme, so I 
think 111 come back. 
He crossed his arms tightly, then 
nodded his head. 
And I knew all too soon I had 
something to dread. 
His signature stamp was held tight in 
his teeth, 
And a roll of stamps encircled his 
neck like a wreath. 
He snickered and grinned; he was 
proud of himself, 
But I grabbed my savings in spite of 
myself. 
He spoke not a word, but went straight 
to his work, 
And gave out tuition bills, then turned 
with a jerk. 
My mouth hung wide open; I was just 
miffed, 
The week before Christmas - boy, 
what a gift! 
Then came Ruth who said, "111 take 
care of it all." 
And threw out her charge cards, 
singing "Charge it to Paul." 
And I beard Olscamp exclaim as he 
pulled out his hair, 
"Next year, they'll be tripled, but 
remember, 'WE CARE!'" 
Nick  Rombes is a  sophomore 
broadcast journalism major from 
Waterville. 
T Originated and devel- 
oped by Kmko s Copies 
to help expand your 
leaching universe Profes- 
sor Publishing allows you 
lo provide each of your stu- 
dents a personal copy of 
course materials and sup- 
plemental readings     at no 
cost to you or your depart- 
ment' More efficieni and more flexible than library 
reserve services Professor Publishing materials 
are assembled in a neat organized packet available 
to each student tor iust pennies a page Professor 
Publishing also offers you a dependable economical 
resource for copying research materials and un- 
published manuscripts For your professional and 
personal copying needs, count on Professor Pub- 
lishing, at Kmko s locations nationwide 
For more information call Or Howard Hawkes toll-tree at 
FINALLY, A COPYING SERVICE 




Misses & Junior 
Crewnecks        \ 
$9.99 
Free Monogram    / 
certificates      / 
/2S%   off 
/ Regular  priced 
(   Knits & Small 
V       Leather 
\ Accessories 
FREE CHRISTMAS GIFT WRAP 
#• J     M Pleosing You Pleases Us 
wLJhlmans 
I 101-IOSS. MAIN DOV 
25% off 
Regular Priced 
-Misses & Junior 
Sweaters 
.-Ladies Robes. 
SAT. 'M s 
SU*. 1-5 
WNTOWN IOWUNG GREEN 
Frt*l| 
Dollars for Scholars 
A Student Loan from 
State Home Savings 
is Your Smartest 
Choice Today! 
Belter yet, call our student loan 
department, toll free 1-800-282-1074 
(352-5226 In Bowling Green) or tear out 
the coupon and we'll send you an 
application and the facts about our 
Guaranteed Government Student Loans. 
If you or someone In your family Is    ^k 
heading to college, graduate, technical ^ 
or vocational school, higher eduction      ^ 
need not be a financial burden. A low        \ 
cost student loan from State Home 
Savings makes it easy during school and 
after graduation. The annual percentage 
rate Is surprisingly low...much less than 
conventional loan market rates. 
To make It even easier, we have several 
repayment plans tailored to your needs. 
Our student loan program Is open to 
families of all Income levels, without 
exception. 
So if you're planning to continue your 
education, see us for a no-hassle, low 
interest student loan. 
Please send me the facts and a Stu- 
dent Loan Application. 
Mann 
"~H 
State Home Saivinijs 
BOWLING GREEN • PERRYSBURG • MAUMEE • PEMBERVILLE • SWANTON 
GIBSONBURG • GLANDORF « OTTAWA • COLUMBUS GROVE • LEIPSIC • FOSTORIA 
************************************* 
I Howard's  Canal  Shop  ! 
Collectibles ! 
10-40 % OFF 
5* 
•All Brass - 309b OFF 
•Ducks & Pheasants - 209b OFF 
•Gnomes - 209o OFF 
•Music Boxes - 20% OFF 
•Hummels - 20<7o OFF 
•Norman Rockwell Figurines, Pictures - 20% OFF 
•All Wood Items - 20% OFF 
♦Chokin Art Collectibles - 20% OFF 
•Christmas Cards - 40% OFF 









Fri & Sat. 10-5:30 
Sunday 12-3 J 0 
%*********************************** 
".Christmas Gift Ideas o» 
•o 
Oe 
feShop the Falcon House for Christmas^ |* Gifts for the Active People on your list.0. 
Mens and Womens 
warm-up suits 
Bassett Walker 
eg. $32.45 Sale $24.95 





Danskin & Soft touch 
2556 off 
BGSU Jackets 







I     FREE BGSU 
transfer with 
{purchase of sweats 
I—with coupon —•» 
FALCON HOUSE 
"YMT Athletic Shoe * Sparta Apparel Headquarter! in B.G." 
Ml E. Wooater, B.G. ISZ-M1I 
*    Holiday Shopping Hours 




ALL TIMEX WATCHES 
1/2 Price 
SECRET SANTA GIFTS 
'Christmas Cards by American Greetings 
'Gift wrap, Boxed cards 
'Russell Stover boxed candy 
'Stop in and browse 
DORSEY'S DRUGS 
500 E. WOOSTER 
"BY THE TRACKS" 
December Hours: 
Mon.- Fri.9-9 Sat. 9-5 Sun. 12-5 
—» 
DILL JEWELERS 
introduces a new concept 
in quality quartz watches. 
Tremendous 
Pulsar Quartz value. 
Pulwr * Quorti. 
Alwoys o baot beyond In technology In volue 
I SAME DAY ENGRAVING SERVICE   ■ 
I FREE GIFT WRAPPING ■ 
<Jjd//ewekt> 
129 S. Main St. \S PK Ph. 352-4770 
Expert says today's toys have lost their fantasy and fun 
BUFFALO, N. Y. (AP) - Much of the 
fun has gone out of today's toys be- 
cause they have lost their fairy tale 
aspect and leave little room for imagi- 
nation, according to a longtime toy 
designer. 
"My grandchildren may be a lot 
smarter than my children were, but 
with all the pressures to be advanced, 
toys have become almost too realistic 
and complicated, and somehow 
Terminator 
(Continued from page 12) 
If it sounds like "The Terminator" 
is excessively violent, it is. But direc- 
tor James Cameron turns the violence 
to his and the audience's advantage, 
it a way of life - or, more 
, a way for life. The result is 
Through all of the marauding and 
explosions and futuristic fiddling- 
around stalks Schwarzenegger. In 
what could be his best role - and what 
is certainly his best performance - the 
musclebound he-man uses his "limita- 
tions" to their best advantage. He has 
few lines, but then be doesn't need 
them; with one of the most menacing 
screen presence since Orson Welles in 
"Touch of Evil" (1968), Schwarzeneg- 
ger electrifies each scene he's in with 
nothing more than a coldly calculated 
sneer. 
Director Cameron and photogra- 
pher Adam Greenburg deserve much 
of the credit. Using some inconsistent 
special effects and] with the unmissa- 
ble exception of Schwarzenegger, a 
forgettable cast, they somehow man- 
age to turn what could have been a 
scnlockv sci-fi yawner (makers of 
"Krull" and "Spacehunter: Adven- 
tures in the Forbidden Zone" take 
note) into a taut and satisfying piece 
of film. 
they've lost a lot of the fun along the 
way," says Ralph Crawford, 71, a 
consultant for antique toy exhibits. 
Crawford, now retired, was a de- 
signer for more than 30 years with 
Fisher-Price Toys in a suburb of Buf- 
falo. He still does toy restoration work 
on his own. 
One of the reasons Americans are so 
preoccupied with nostalgia, Crawford 
says, is that many aspects of their 
lives have become sterile and artifi- 
cial. 
"Take the basic qualities of an old 
oak piece of furniture - the details, 
line and style," be says. "Like an old 
toy that's worn, it has an ageless 
appeal that can only be valued and 
appreciated more with time  
"Years ago, toys had a whimsical 
quality and a fantasy and fairy tale 
approach that left room to generate 
imagination without spelling every- 
thing out for the child.'' 






















"Why walk through 
when you can drive through1 
$1.19 
RUFFLES* 
BRAND POTATO CHIPS 
•7o«.PKG. 
SPECIALS! 
Pepsi $2.09 tax deposit 
Coke cans 6pk $2.19 
king kegs 
[Olympic Beer reduced prices 












Good Dec. 4 
thru Dec. 21 
bring coupon 
located in Stadium View Shopping Center 
THE HAIR REPAIR 




ARE FOR GIVING 
We have: 
Best selers hard and paperback. 
Computer Books and Software. 
THEBOOKSTOP ? 
Mon. - Sat. 10 a.m.-8 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m. £ 
^yv)        1062 N. Main BG Center JJj 
fcjgl        ♦SPECIAL ORDERS* ^ 
No Extra Charge £ 
Christmas 


















M-F 8a.m. - 8p.m. 
SAT 8a.m. - 4p.m. 
SUN 12 - 4p.m. 
353-8381 
Children's Books 




Wishes All BG Students 




0 •FINE 14kt. JEWELRY 
g •! Ill.SAIt WATCHES...START AT $49.50 
C *(HOSS   PEN & PENCIL SETS 
ft *BUXTON LEATHER GOODS 
tf *TRI COLOR GOLD 
S *CULTURED PEARLS... START AT $19.50 
ft *Add-A-Bead NECKLACES 
192 S. Main 352-1646 
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HOLIDAY SPECIAL 
'til the end off the year 
Dickens 
(Continued from page 4) 
dicate that be worked harder on this 
slender volume than any other pre- 
vious work. The cozy little study over- 
looking the pleasant brick-walled 
garden at Regent's Park became a 
dreary dungeon. 
Day after day, he paced the worn 
pile carpet, banging his hand ner- 
vously against his Forehead, acting 
out each part aloud, grimacing before 
the ornate gilt mirror to capture the 
right expression. 
Night after night, "when all sober 
folks had gone to bed," he walked 15 to 
20 miles through the dark streets of 
the Old City, then as now London's 
financial district picking his charac- 
ters out of the chilling fog, finding Just 
the right gloomy building for 
Scrooge's lonely digs, tracing Tiny 
Tim's crutch marks in the soft new 
snow, capturing the slight but splen- 
did detail about the thawed blotch of 
wet on the street above the baker's 
oven, "where the pavement smoked 
as if the stones were cooking too." 
In years to come, when he em- 
barked on his fantastically successful 
public readings, Dickens was fond of 
mimirfcing all the voices, sounding all 
the nuances, savoring all the delights 
and absurdities of every character in 
his little Christmas parable. 
That, at least, must have come 
easily. Far more than critics have 
been willing to admit for a long time, 
Dickens himself was the embodiment 
of almost every character in "The 
Carol." 
Most of all - and some readers may 
shudder to hear this - Dickens was- 
Scrooge, "a squeezing, wrenching, 
grasping, clutching, covetous old sin- 
ner.   He drove a hard bargain with 
his publishers, ran out on several 
contracts, fired two artists without 
warning and was practically responsi- 
ble for the suicide of another. 
But "A Christinas Carol" was - and 
still is - an immensely popular clas- 
sic, Dickens' masterpiece among 
many of those rare, evergreen books 
that seems destined to pass from 
generation to generation of enchanted 
readers, while Successive waves of 
critics attempt unsuccessfully to pick 
it apart. 
From the opening line, "Marley was 
dead: to begin with," who can resist 
reading on to the final line of 
Scrooge's Christmas conversion? 
"... it was always said of him that he 
knew how to keep Christmas well, if 
any man alive possessed the knowl- 
edge. May that be truly said of us, and 
all of us. And so, as Tiny Tim ob- 
served, God bless us, Every one." 
IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL? 
WE HAVE THE CUREll 
'o 
>,     12933 KRAMER RD. 
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Celebrate With Us 
At 
Little Caesare 
This Holiday Season 
With 
» 
I .it > 
Bowling Green 
112 Mercer St. 
(M«rc«. at WooMiT bakM McDnaald'i) 
354-6500 
UttleCransi (te)LittleQxsaa\ 
2 Medium Pizzas 
with 3 Items 
tor only $7.75 
Offer VsM with Coupon. 
BGN Coupon ExpkM 12/11/84 
1
 Buy tny Large PtzzalPtzzal 
a racatv* I Loaf ol Cnuy Bread 
or 32 ot. Son Drink 
I FREE 
|     0"M VMM a/Coupon. C*ny4ut. 
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